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Abstract:
Carcass records for this study were provided by the sire evaluation program of the American
Simmental Association, and included bulls, heifers, and steers slaughtered from 1971 through August,
1998. To utilize the maximum amount of information available, carcass data were divided into three
subgroups: 1) 9,604 measures of hot carcass weight (CW) and percent retail cuts (PRC) representing
696 sires, 2) 6,429 measures of CW, PRC, and marbling score (MS) representing 620 sires, and 3)
1,780 measures of CW, PRC, MS, ribeye area (REA), and fat thickness (FT) representing 354 sires.
Weaning weights (WW) from contemporaries of animals with carcass data were included in the
analysis. Carcass traits and WW were analyzed jointly with a multiple-trait animal model and REML
procedures to estimate genetic parameters and breeding values at an age-, weight-, marbling-, or
FT-constant basis. The statistical model for carcass traits included the fixed effect of contemporary
group and covariates for the fractional contribution of breed group (10), heterozygosity, and slaughter
end-point. Random effects for carcass traits included additive direct genetic (animal) and residual.
Weaning weight was preadjusted for founder effects (breed of calf, breed of dam, and year), direct and
maternal heterosis, age of dam, and age of calf. The model for WW included the fixed effect of
contemporary group and random effects of additive direct genetic (animal), maternal genetic (dam),
maternal permanent environment, and residual. Heritability estimates at an age-constant basis were:
CW, .34; PRC, .25; MS, .36; REA, .26; and FT, .10. Heritability estimates at a weight- and
marbling-constant basis were similar to those estimated at an age-constant basis. Estimates were .25 for
PRC, .34 for MS, .22 for REA, and .14 for FT at a weight-constant basis and .33, .25, .28, and .10, for
CW, PRC, REA, and FT, respectively at a marbling end-point. Finally, heritabilities estimated at a
FT-constant basis were similar for CW (.33) and REA (.29) but were lower for PRC (.17) and MS
(.13). Genetic and phenotypic correlations differed in magnitude and sign among trait combinations at
different end-points. In general, parameter estimates were within the range of those previously reported
in the literature. Pearson product-moment correlations and Spearman rank correlations were calculated
to determine the influence of slaughter end-point on carcass trait breeding values and to evaluate the
impact of slaughter end-point on ranking of sires. Adjushnent of traits to various end-points resulted in
some changes in carcass trait breeding values and some re-ranking of sires depending on the end-point
and trait being considered. Results from this study establish that selection for carcass traits should
generally be effective in Simmental cattle and indicate that it is possible to select for desirable levels of
growth or lean yield without sacrificing carcass quality. Finally, these findings suggest that some
consideration should be given to slaughter end-point prior to designing breeding and management
plans.
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ABSTRACT

Carcass records for this study were provided by the sire evaluation program of the American 
Simmental Association, and included bulls, heifers, and steers slaughtered from 1971 
through August, 1998. To utilize the maximum amount of information available, carcass 
data were divided into three subgroups: I) 9,604 measures of hot carcass weight (CW) and 
percent retail cuts (PRC) representing 696 sires, 2) 6,429 measures of CW, PRC, and 
marbling Score (MS) representing 620 sires, and 3) 1,780 measures of CW, PRC, MS, ribeye 
area (REA), and fat thickness (FT) representing 354 sires. Weaning weights (WW) from 
contemporaries of animals with carcass data were included in the analysis. Carcass traits and 
WW were analyzed jointly with a multiple-trait animal model and REML procedures to 
estimate genetic parameters and breeding values at an age-, weight-, marbling-, or FT- 
constant basis. The statistical model for carcass traits included the fixed effect of 
contemporary group and covariates for the fractional contribution of breed group (10), 
heterozygosity, and slaughter end-point. Random effects for carcass traits included additive 
direct genetic (animal) and residual. Weaning weight was preadjusted for founder effects 
(breed of calf, breed of dam, and year), direct and maternal heterosis, age of dam, and age 
o f calf. The model for WW included the fixed effect of contemporary group and random 
effects of additive direct genetic (animal), maternal genetic (dam), maternal permanent 
environment, and residual. Heritability estimates at an age-constant basis were: CW, .34; 
PRC, .25; MS, .36; REA, .26; and FT, .10. Heritability estimates at a weight- and marbling- 
constant basis were similar to those estimated at an age-constant basis. Estimates were .25 
for PRC, .34 for MS, .22 for REA, and .14 for FT at a weight-constant basis and .33, .25, 
.28, and .10, for CW, PRC, REA, and FT, respectively at a marbling end-point. Finally, 
heritabilities estimated at a FT-constant basis were similar for CW (.33) and REA (.29) but 
were lower for PRC (.17) and MS (.13). Genetic and phenotypic correlations differed in 
magnitude and sign among trait combinations at different end-points. In general, parameter 
estimates were within the range of those previously reported in the literature. Pearson 
product-moment correlations and Spearman rank correlations were calculated to determine 
the influence of slaughter end-point on carcass trait breeding values and to evaluate the 
impact of slaughter end-point on ranking of sires. Adjustment of traits to various end-points 
resulted in some changes in carcass trait breeding values and some re-ranking of sires 
depending on the end-point and trait being considered. Results from this study establish that 
selection for carcass traits should generally be effective in Simmental cattle and indicate that 
it is possible to select for desirable levels of growth or lean yield without sacrificing carcass 
quality. Finally, these findings suggest that some consideration should be given to slaughter 
end-point prior to designing breeding and management plans.
(KEY WORDS: beef cattle, carcass traits, genetic parameters, Simmental)
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION

Marketing systems within the cattle industry are currently experiencing rapid change. 

Areas of change include retained ownership, grids, alliances, formulas, forward pricing, new 

product development, and branded products. In response to changing marketing systems, 

there is an increased emphasis on traits which determine carcass merit. This has prompted 

the American Simmental Association to evaluate and exploit the genetic value of carcass 

■ traits in their cattle. Information from the evaluation will be provided to producers in the 

form of updated carcass Expected Progeny Differences (EPD)'(EPD = breeding value ^  2).

Expected Progeny Differences are considered the most technical method of reporting 

genetic differences. However, do carcass EPD rank and separate sires the way producers 

want? Currently, carcass EPD are reported at a common age end-point, which may not 

match slaughter criteria used in today’s production systems. An additional issue is EPD are 

dependent upon genetic parameter estimates. If genetic parameters are sensitive to slaughter 

end-point, carcass EPD may rank sires differently based on end-point.

A survey of the literature resulted in several significant findings (Chapter 2). First, 

there were a large number (n=30) of researchers that reported parameters for carcass traits. 

Upon summary of these studies, the following characteristics were discovered: I) large 

■amounts of variation existed for parameter estimates among studies, 2) data were adjusted 

to various slaughter endrpoints, 3) there were a small number of records in the majority of 

studies, 4) few studies utilized field data, and 5) only two published results contained
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parameter estimates for Simmental cattle. Second, there were a small number (n=7) of 

United States Breed Associations that reported parameters and EPD for carcass traits. 

Variation between breed associations indicated that parameter estimates from different 

breeds are not the same and parameter estimates from one breed cannot be utilized to 

calculate EPD for another breed. Although the American Simmental Association conducts 

genetic evaluations for carcass traits, it has not estimated parameters and EPD for ribeye area 

and fat thickness. Third, the effect of slaughter end-point on carcass trait parameter 

estimates and EPD has not been adequately addressed in the literature.

Beef producers face the challenge of utilizing diverse resources to produce cattle that 

are profitable to all segments of the industry and to produce meat products that target 

consumer demand (Marshall, 1994). To accomplish these goals, breeders need genetic 

information from a broad spectrum of marketing end-points to implement effective breeding 

and management plans. Specifically, Simmental producers require an understanding of 

slaughter end-points and need updated genetic parameter estimates and EPD for carcass traits 

in order to promote the value of their cattle.

Therefore, the objectives of this project were to I) estimate genetic parameters for 

carcass traits in Simmental cattle at different slaughter end-points, and 2) calculate EPD for 

carcass traits in Simmental cattle at different slaughter end-points and determine their

relationships.
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction

The intent of this review is to summarize scientific knowledge regarding genetic 

aspects of carcass and growth measures, and identify strengths and weaknesses of Simmental 

and Simmontal crosses relative to other breeds of cattle in North America. This will first be 

accomplished by defining those carcass and growth measures considered important by the 

industry and consumers. Because values of these measures are altered by different slaughter 

end-points (i.e., harvest criteria), an understanding of these end-points is also necessary. 

Second, literature estimates of heritabilities of and genetic and phenotypic correlations 

among carcass and associated growth traits are summarized. These parameters are needed 

to implement systematic multiple-trait breeding plans. Third, ultrasound technology is 

' introduced, and its relevance in current and future genetic evaluation systems is assessed. 

Fourth^ scientific studies comparing carcass traits of Simmental and Simmental crosses to 

other breeds of cattle are summarized, and evaluations of Simmental cattle in production 

systems are reviewed. Finally, current national cattle evaluation procedures are described.

Carcass and associated growth traits

Yield grade factors

Yield grade (YG) indicates the amount of closely trimmed (1A  inch fat or less),
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boneless retail cuts expected from the major wholesale cuts (round, sirloin, short loin, rib, 

and square-cut chuck) of a carcass (USDA, 1997). There are five yield grades applicable to 

all classes of beef denoted by numbers I through 5, with YG I representing the highest 

degree of cutability (USDA, 1997), or estimation of the percentage o f salable meat from a 

carcass (BIF, 1996). Yield grade is determined by four factors: (I) thickness of external fat 

(FT), (2) percentage of kidney, pelvic, and heart fat (KPH), (3) area of the ribeye or 

longissimus muscle (REA), and (4) carcass weight (CW) (USDA, 1997). External fat is 

measured at the 12th rib at a point three-fourths of the length of the longissimus muscle. It 

may be adjusted up or down to compensate for any visible differences in fat in other portions 

of the carcass (Tatum, 1997). Amount of KPH is estimated subjectively and is expressed as 

a percent o f the CW (AMSA, 1997). Ribeye area is determined between the twelfth and 

thirteenth ribs. It is usually measured subjectively or by use of a grid. Carcass weight is 

usually determined soon after slaughter, or may be estimated as 102% of the chilled CW. 

Yield grade is calculated by the following mathematical equation (BIF, 1996):

YG = 2.50 + (2.5 x Adj. FT, in.)
+ (0 .2xK PH ,% )
+ (0.0038 x Hot CW, lb.)
-  (0.32 x REA, sq. in.).

Quality grade factors

Quality grade (QG) refers to the overall palatability of the edible portion of the 

■ carcass (BIF, 1996). Quality grades assigned to beef carcasses include prime, choice, select, 

standard, commercial, utility, cutter, and earner (USDA, 1997). Primary factors of QG are 

maturity and marbling score (MS); but texture, firmness, and color of the lean are also
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considered (BIF, 1996). Maturity is an estimation of the physiological age of the carcass

determined by evaluating the size, shape, and ossification of bones and cartilages, and the

color and texture of the lean. There are five degrees of maturity - A, B, C, D, and E (USD A,

1997) corresponding to the following ages (Tatum, 1997):

A—  9 to 30 months 
B—  30 to 42 months 
C—  42 to 72 months 
D—  72 to 96 months 
E—  more than 96 months.

Marbling score is determined by visually evaluating the specks of intramuscular fat 

distributed in the longissimus muscle between the twelfth.and thirteenth ribs. Marbling is 

associated with meat tenderness, juiciness, and flavor. There are 10 degrees of MS ranging 

from “devoid” to “abundant” (USDA, 1997). The relationships between MS, maturity, and 

QG are indicated in Table I .
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Table I. Relationships between marbling score, maturity, and carcass quality grade

MaturityDegrees of 
Marbling

Slightly
Abundant

PRIME

COMMERCIALModerate

CHOICEModest

Small

UTILITYSELECT

Traces

Practically CUTTERSTANDARD
Devoid

a Assumes that firmness of lean is comparably developed with the degrees of marbling score and that the 
carcass is not a ‘"dark cutter.” 
b Maturity increases from left to right (A through E).
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Consumer acceptance factors

Ultimately, beef value is based on consumer acceptability. Although factors 

associated with consumer acceptability are difficult to quantify, they play a collective role 

in conveying overall impressions of palatability to consumers. Factors discussed in this 

review include MS, tenderness, juiciness, and flavor. Calpastatin activity and Warner- 

Bratzler shear force (WBS) are also evaluated. Factors such as amount of intermuscular fat 

(seam fat), color, aroma, texture, cooking loss, and perceived nutritive value can also be 

important characteristics in beef acceptance.

No consumer acceptance factor has received more consideration and research effort 

than tenderness. Unfortunately, there is substantial variation in tenderness that cannot be 

explained. Lack of tenderness can be attributed to several causes. Recent evidence has 

shown that one potential cause is calpastatin, a calpain inhibitor found in muscle fibers. 

Calpains are enzymes responsible for postmortem proteolysis in muscle, which determines 

the degree of postmortem tenderization (Hedrick et al.,1989). Other causes of decreased 

■tenderness include amount of connective tissue, muscle fiber type, and intramuscular fat 

content. Researchers usually measure differences in tenderness by trained taste panels, or 

by using a WBS instrument. Higher values of shear force indicate increased toughness.

Juiciness imparts important flavor components to beef and assists in fragmenting and 

softening meat during chewing. Therefore, absence of juiciness severely limits b eef s 

acceptability and destroys its unique palatability characteristics (Hedrick et ah, 1989). For 

research purposes, a trained panel usually measures juiciness.

Flavor is also an influential part of overall satisfaction by consumers. It plays an
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important role in the psychological and physiological responses experienced when meat is 

eaten. In addition, flavor helps stimulate the flow of saliva and gastric juices, thus aiding in 

digestion (Hedrick et ah, 1989). Flavor is also usually measured by a trained taste panel.

Associated growth traits

Although the focus of this review is centered around carcass traits, the importance 

o f growth traits should not be overlooked. Most slaughter cattle are marketed with some 

consideration given to weight, and rapid growth is normally associated with improved feed 

efficiency and lower cost of gain. Yearling weight (YW) and postweaning rate-of-gain 

(PWG) are two common measures in cattle that will be regarded here. Birth weight (BW) 

and weaning weight (WW) are also reviewed. Birth weight is an indicator of calving 

difficulty and WW is useful in evaluating differences in mothering ability of cows and to 

measure growth potential of calves (BIF, 1996).

Slaughter end-points

Slaughter end-point simply refers to criterion which determines when animals are 

slaughtered. Animals are usually slaughtered when they reach a predetermined age, weight, 

or compositional end-point. This will vary for different research, production, and marketing 

systems.

Studies containing genetic parameter estimates reflect a wide range of slaughter end

points. This complicates summarizing estimates from several sources because end-points 

can alter the expression of genetic and environmental differences (Koch et ah, 1995). For
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this reason, it is necessary to sort information into common slaughter end-point groups. 

Genetic parameter estimates in this review are separated into age or time-in-feedlot, slaughter 

weight, FT, and choice grade end-points. An age or time-in-feedlot end-point refers to when 

animals are slaughtered after they reach a particular age or after they have spent a certain 

amount of time in a feedlot. A predetermined live weight during the feeding period is 

utilized as criteria for a slaughter weight end-point. A FT end-point refers to when animals 

are slaughtered after they have been identified as having a designated amount of FT. Fat 

thickness on live animals can be identified visually or may be estimated by using an 

ultrasound machine. An ultrasound machine can also be utilized to predict when animals 

have reached a choice grade end-point.

Comparisons of carcass traits of different breeds of cattle are also complicated by the 

slaughter end-point at which the comparison is made. In this review, comparisons of 

Simmental and Simmental crosses to other breeds of cattle are divided into age or time-in- 

feedlot, slaughter weight, or 5% longissimus fat end-points. The 5% longissimus fat end

point corresponds to when animals reach a low choice grade.

Large differences exist in the carcass traits of beef cattle in North America. 

Importation of many new breeds and increased use of crossbreeding by producers is in part 

responsible for the diversity found in today’s slaughter cattle population (Dolezal et ah, 

1993). In order to compensate for different genetic types of cattle and to fully exploit the 

value of carcass traits, cattle should be managed to an optimum slaughter end-point (Amer 

et ah, 1994a,b). An optimum slaughter end-point can be defined as the ideal opportunity in 

the growth stage of a slaughter animal that will produce lean, high-quality beef. Differences
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in growth and maturation of cattle associated with mature size and fattening characteristics 

are largely responsible for the various optimum slaughter end-points present between breeds 

(Amer et ah, 1994a).

Genetic and phenotypic parameters

Heritabilities

. Estimates of heritabilities are essential in implementing systematic multiple-trait 

breeding plans. Heritability is defined as the proportion of differences among parents, 

measured or observed, that is transmitted to the offspring. The higher the heritability o f a 

trait, the more rapid should be the response to selection for that trait (BIF, 1996). Table 2 

contains sources of carcass and growth trait heritability estimates found in the literature. 

Some of these sources were adapted from previous reviews by Woldehawariat et al. (1977), 

Koots et al. (1994a,b), and Marshall (1994). Heritability estimates are presented in Tables 

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. The tables contain estimates for YG factors, QG factors, consumer 

acceptance factors, and associated growth traits. Ranges and simple (unweighted) averages 

are given for each table. Estimates that fell outside normal heritability bounds (0 to 1.0) were 

set to zero or one for calculation of ranges and averages.

Average heritability estimates for YG and QG factors were generally moderate to 

high at an age- or time-in-feedlot-, slaughter weight-, FT-, and choice grade-constant basis 

(Tables 3 and 4). Only three estimates of YG and five estimates of KPH were found in the 

literature. No estimates for QG were found. Yield grade and KPH heritabilities were not 

similar in the studies that reported estimates. Carcass weight heritabilities ranged from . 18
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to .48 across all end-points. The highest average was at a choice grade end-point, and the 

lowest average was found at a FT end-point. Average REA heritabilities remained 

essentially the same across all end-points. However, individual heritability estimates ranged 

from .01 to .73. The small REA heritability estimates reported by Dunn et al. (1970) and 

Reynolds et al. (1991) at an age or time-in-feedlot end-point might be explained by the low 

number o f records contained in the studies.

Average FT heritabilities were considerably smaller at a FT end-point, but remained 

similar across all other end-points. Individual FT heritability estimates varied considerably 

at an age- or time-in-feedlot-constant basis. Marbling score had the greatest number of 

heritability estimates. Estimates ranged horn -.15 to .93. The negative heritability estimate 

reported by Dunn et al. (1970) could once again be due to the small number of records 

contained in the study. The average MS heritability was surprisingly larger at a choice grade 

end-point. At an age- or time-in-feedlot-constant basis the average MS heritability was 

larger than for a slaughter weight- or FT-constant basis, Generally, the choice grade end

point contained the highest heritability averages for all traits, and all traits were extremely 

consistent from study to study at a slaughter weight end-point. Values were generally more 

variable at an age- or time-in-feedlot-constant basis, but this could be explained by the large 

number of sources found at this end-point.

Studies by Woodward et al. (1992) and Gregory et al. (1994c) contained Simmental 

data. Woodward et al. (1992) estimated heritability of MS to be .23, while Gregory et al. 

(1994c) estimated it to be .52. Gregory et al. (1994c) estimated heritability of FT to be .30.

Average heritability estimates for consumer acceptance factors were low to moderate
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at an age- or time-in-feedlot-, slaughter weight-, and FT-constant basis (Tables 5 and 6). 

Fewer estimates were found for consumer acceptance factors than YG and QG factors, and 

estimates tended to be from recent literature. The only heritability estimate found for 

consumer acceptance factors at a choice grade end-point was MS. Also, there were no 

heritability estimates for intermuscular fat (seam fat) found in the literature. Marbling score 

was included as a consumer acceptance factor in order that comparisons could be made 

between it and other traits. Average tenderness heritability estimates remained similar across 

all end-points. However, there was variation across end-points for WBS average 

heritabilities. The lowest average was reported at -a slaughter weight end-point, and the 

largest average was found at a FT end-point. Also, WBS heritabilities were extremely 

consistent at a FT end-point. Three estimates for calpastatin activity were found in the 

literature. The average at a FT end-point was lower than the one reported for calpastatin 

activity at an age or time-in-feedlot end-point. Juiciness and flavor were both lowly heritable 

at an age or time-in-feedlot end-point. The single estimates reported for juiciness and flavor 

at a slaughter weight end-point, were similar to those reported at an age- or time-in-feedlot 

constant basis.

Heritability estimates for associated growth traits were generally moderate to high 

(Table I).  There were several sources of information available for these estimates which 

resulted in a wide range of heritabilities. However, heritability averages for both YW and 

PWG were .41. A review by Woldehawariat et al. (1977) reported the average heritability 

of BW and WW to be .39 and .31, respectively. A review by Koots et al. (1994a) reported 

the average heritability of BW and WW to be .35 and .27, respectively.
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Table 8 contains heritability estimates of carcass and associated growth traits reported 

by several United States Breed Associations. Breed associations reported lower average 

heritabilities for YW, PWG, REA, and FT than those summarized in Tables 3 and 4. 

Marbling score and CW average heritabilities were essentially the same as averages reported 

in Tables 3 and 4. Average heritabilties for BW and WW were in agreement with averages 

reported by Woldehawariat (1977) and Koots et ah (1994). Red Angus and Limousin Breed 

Associations reported the largest number of carcass heritabilities. Red Angus was the only 

association to report a QG heritability, while Limousin was the only association to report a 

KPH heritability. The.American Simmental Association reported a percent retail cut 

heritability, which was the same as the percent retail product heritability reported by the 

American Angus Association.

Overall YG and QG factors and associated growth traits tended to be more heritable 

than consumer acceptance factors. Lowest average heritability estimates for REA, 

tenderness, and juiciness were at an age- or time-in-feedlot-constant basis. Highest average 

heritability estimates for MS, KPH, FT, and CW were at a choice grade end-point. A 

slaughter weight end-point resulted in the least amount of variation between studies for all 

traits and estimates at a choice grade end-point were more consistent than age- or time-in- 

feedlot or FT end-points. Average heritabilities reported by United States Breed 

Associations were generally lower or the same as averages summarized in Tables 3 and 4.
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Table 2. Sources of published genetic parameter estimates for carcass and associated growth traits3

Source
No. of 
records

No. of 
sires Sexb

Sire
breed0

Dam
breed0

Mating
Systemd

I. Shelby et ah, 1960 5 4 2 116 B H H S

2. Swiger, 1961 748 23 B, H H H S

3. Swiger et ah, 1961 351 48 B, H H H S

4. Blackwell, 1962 841 43 H, S H H S

5. Brinies et ah, 1962 515 ? B H ' H S

6. Koch et ah, 1963 1,324 130 B, H H, A, Sb H, A, Sh S

7. Shelby et ah, 1963 616 87 S H H S

8. Wilson et ah, 1963 473 56 S H H S

9. Brown and Gacula, 1964 201 • 20 B H, A, Sh H, A, Sh S

10. Cundiff et ah, 1964 2 6 5 47 S H, A H, A S

1.1. Swiger et ah, 1965 480 ? B, H, S H, A, Sh H, A, Sh R,S

12. Dunn et ah, 1970 191 49 H, S - H, A, Sh H, A, Sh R

13. Dunn et ah, 1970 184 49 H, S H, A, Sh H, A, Sh S

14. Brackelsberg et ah, 1971 257 46 S H, A H, A S

15. Cundiffet ah, 1971 503 75 S H,A, Sh H,A, Sh F, BC, S

16. Dinlcel and Busch, 1973 679 70 S H H S

17. Francoise et ah, 1973 1 ,7 5 9 ? B, H H, A H, A S

18. Koch et ah, 1973 3 ,4 6 2 72 B . H H S

19. Andersen et ah, 1974 3 2 7 64 B ' Sh Sh S

20. Kennedy et ah, 1975a,b 6 9 ,9 8 6 6 ,6 4 8 B, H, S H, A H, A S

21. Wilson et ah, 1976 646 46 H,S H AxHo F

22. Kahn et ah, 1978 1,068 39 B, S, H H, C H, C S

23. Koch, 1978 377 64 H H H S

24. Mavrogenis et ah, 1978 6 9 5 72 B H H S

25. Nelsen and Kress, 1979 3,492 5 8 8 B, H H, A H, A S

26. Benyshek, 1981 8,474 1 ,5 2 4 H, S H H S

27. Massey and Benyshek, 1981 27,781 156 B, H L Lx S
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Table 2. Continued3

Source
No. of 
records

No. of 
sires Sexb

Sire
breed0

Dam
breed0

Mating
systemd

28. Bourdon and Brinks, 1982 5,691 152 B, H H, A, R H, A, R S

29. Koch et al.,1982 2,453 370 S 16° H, A F, S

30. Massey and Benyshek, 1982 28,942 144 B, H L Lx S

3 1. Jensen and Andersen, 1984 2,217 296 B 4f 4f S

32. Knights et al., 1984 717 80 B A A S

33. MacNeiI et al., 1984 1,683 187 H, S 7B H, A F1S

34. Frahm et al., 1985 3,762 ? B H H S

35. Irgang et al., 1985 2,467 125 B H H S

36. Aaron et al., 1986 2,746 ? B H, A H, A S

37. Wilson et al., 1986 55,695 2,294 B, H H, A H, A S

38. Alenda and Martin, 1987 2,576 71 B, H A A S

39. DeNise and Ray, 1987 237 40 B H H S

40. O’Ferrall et al., 1989 218 37 S F F S

41. Lamb et al., 1990 824 95 B H H S

42. Arnold et al., 1991 2,411 137 S H H S

43. Kriese et al., 1991 24,465 2,151 B, H 4h 4h S

44. MacNeil et al., 1991 527 124 B1S 6‘ H, A F,s

45. Reynolds et al., 1991 169 30 B H H S

46. Van Vleck et al., 1992 682 111 S 5j H, A BC1F

47. Woodward et al., 1992 8,265 420 B, H, S S S S

48. Bullock et al., 1993 131,740 10,346 B, H, S H H S

49. Gilbert et al., 1993 318 59 B, H H, A H, A S

50. Veseth et al., 1993 616 85 B H H S

51. Veseth et al., 1993 401 75 B H H S

52. Wilson et al., 1993 10,733 699 S, H A A S

53. Gregory et al., 1994c 1,461 307 S 12k 12k C1S

54. Koch et al., 1994 8,498 ? B, H H H S
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Table 2. Continued3

No. of No. of Sire Dam Mating
Source records sires Sexh breedc breedc system1'

55. Shackelford et al., 1994 555 235 S 18' 18' C, F, S

56. Gregory et al., 1995a 1,594 306 S 12k 12k C,S

57. Gregory et al., 1995b 7,767 662 H 12k 12k c, S

58. Gregory et al., 1995c 7,536 713 B 12k 12k c, S

59. Barkhouse et al., 1996 1,669 147 B, H, S 5j H, A F

60. Wheeleretal., 1996 888 258 S i r H, A F

61. W ulfetal., 1996 392 18 H, S C, L X F

62. O’Conner et al., 1997 
?=unknown.

1 B=bull; H=heifer; S=Steer.

575 83 H, S 9" 9" C, F, BC, S

c Breeds and composites are as follows: A=Angus; Bm=Beefmaster; Bf=Braford; B=Brahman; Br=Brangus; 
Bv=Braunvieh; BS=Brown Swiss; C=Charolais; Ch=Chianina; DBW=Danish Black and White; DJ=Danish 
Jersey; DRW=Danish Red and White; F=Friesian; Ga=Galloway; G=Gelbvieh; H=Hereford; Ho=Holstein; 
J=Jersey; L= Limousin; Lo=Longhorn; MA=Maine Anjou; N=Nellore; Pd=Piedmontese; P=Pinzgauer; 
R=Red Angus; RB=Red Brangus; RD=Red Danish; RP=Red Poll; Sw=Sahiwal; Sa=Salers; SG=Santa 
Gertrudis; Se=Senegus; Sh=Shorthorn; Si=Simbrah; S=Simmental; SD=South Devon; T=Tarentaise;
MARC 1=1/4 Bv, 1/4 C, 1/4 L, 1/8 H, 1/8 A; MARC II= 1/4 G, 1/4 S, 1/4 H, 1/4 A; MARC 111=1/4 RF, 1/4 
P, 1/4 H, 1/4 A; x=cross.
d BC=back crosses; C=composites; F=F1 crosses out of unrelated breeds; R=rotational crosses; 
S=Straightbreds.
e Sire breeds include A, H, J, SD, S, L, C, RF, BS, G, MA, Ch, Sw, B, P, T.
1 Sire and dam breeds include RD, DBW, DRW, DJ.
K Sire breeds include H, A, J, SD, L, C, S. 
h Sire and dam breeds include B, Bm, Br, SG.
1 Sire breeds include A, H, P, RF, S, T. 
j Sire and dam breeds include H, A, B, P, Sw.
k Sire and dam breeds include RF, H, A, L, Bv, P, G, S, C, MARC I, MARC II, MARC III.
1 Sire and dam breeds include A, Bv, C, G, H, L, P, RF, S, MARC I, MARC II, MARC III, Ga, Lo, N, Pd, 
Sa, Sb.
m Sire and dam breeds include H, A, C, G, P, Sb, Ga, Lo, N, Pd, Sa.
" Sire and dams include composite, percentage, or straightbred breeds of A, Bf, H, RB, R, Se, Si, S, T.
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Table 3. Heritability estimates for yield grade and quality grade factors
(age- or time-in-feedlot-constant basis)

Trait

Source
Yield
grade

Carcass
weight

Ribeye
area

Fat
thickness KPHa

Marbling
score

7 — .57 .26 - — —

10 — — .73 .43 — —

12 — — .02 .94 — -.15

13 — — .60 .39 — .42

15 — .56 .41 .50 — .31

16 — — .25 .57 — .31

23 — .68 .28 .68 — .34

29 — — .56 .41 83b .40

33 — .44 — — — —

40 — .32 — — — —

41 .24 .31 .28 .24 — .33

44 — — — .52 — —

45 — .33 .01 - — —

46 — — .60 — — .45

47 — — — — — .23

51 — .38 .51 — .37 .31

52 — .31 .32 .26 — .26

53 — — — .30 — .52

55 — — — — — .93

56 — .23 .22 .25 — .48

59 — — — — — .30

60 .76 .15 .65 .56 .32 .73

Range .24 - .76 .15 - .68 .01 -.73 .24 - .94 .32- .83 .00 - .93

Averageb .50 .39 .38 Al .51 .40

a Kidney, pelvic, and heart fat. 
b Simple (unweighted) average. 
c Kidney fat only.
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Table 4. Heritability estimates for yield grade and quality grade factors
(slaughter weight-, fat thickness-, or choice grade-constant basis)

Trait

Source
Yield
grade

Carcass
weight REAa

Fat
thickness KPHb

Marbling
score

Slaughter weight

15 — — .32 .53 — .33

21 — — .42 .41 .CO0" .33

42 — .24 .46 .49 — .35

Range — — .32 - .46 .41 - .53 — .33-.35

Average0 — .24 .40

Fat thickness

.48 .00 .34

49 — .26 .48 .14 — .28

61 .76 .10 .52 — — .16

62 — — — — — .52

Range — .10-.26 .48- .52 — — .16- .52

Average0 .76 .18 .50

Choice grade

.14 .32

14 — — .40 .43 .72d .73

26 — .48 .40 .52 — .47

Range — — — .43 - .52 — .47 - .73

Average0 
a Ribeye area.
b Kidney, pelvic, and heart fat. 
c Simple (unweighted) average. 
d Kidney fat only.

.48 .40 .48 .72 .60
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Table 5. Heritability estimates for consumer acceptance factors
(age- or time-in-feedlot-constant basis)

Trait

Source
Marbling

score Tenderness WBS*
Calpastatin

activity Juiciness Flavor

12 -.15 — — — — —

13 .42 — — — — —

15 .31 — — — — —

16 .31 — — — — —

23 .34 — — — — —

29 .40 — .31 — — —

40 — .09 — — .06 .01

41 .33 — — — — —

46 .45 .10 .09 — .14 .03

47 .23 — — — — —

51 .31 — — — — —

52 .26 — — — — —

53 .52 — — — — —

55 .93 — .53 .65 — —

56 .48 .22 .12 — .25 .07

59 .30 .05 .15 — — —

60 .73 .50 .37 — — .19

Range .00 - .93 .05 - .50 .09 - .53 — .06-.25 .01 - .19

Averageb .40 .19 .26 .65 .15 .08

a Warner-Bratzler shear. 
b Simple (unweighted) average.
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Table 6. Heritability estimates for consumer acceptance factors
(slaughter weight-, fat thickness-, or choice grade-constant basis)

Trait

Source
Marbling

score Tenderness WBSb
Calpastatin

activity Juiciness Flavor

Slaughter weight

15

21

42

.33

.33

.35

.23 .17 — .26 -.06

Range .33-.35 — — — — —

Averageb .34 .23 .17

Fat thickness

.26 .00

49 .28 — — — — —

61 .16 .08 .31 .52 — —

62 .52 .31 .28 .15 — —

Range .16-.52 .08-.31 .28-.31 .15-.52 — —

Averageb .32 .20 .30

Choice grade

.34

r

14 .73 — — — — —

26 .47 — — — — —

Range .47 - .73 — — — — —

Averageb .60
a Warner-Bratzler shear.

— — — — —

b Simple (unweighted) average.
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Table 7. Heritability estimates for associated growth traits

Trait

Source Yearling weight Postweaning rate-of-gain

I .55 .46

2 .47 .40

3 .44 .63

4 .41 .32

5 .48 .40

6 — .65

8 .45 .52

9 — .93

11 .72 .60

17 — .44

18 — .29

19 .04 - .47* .19-.38*

20 .48 .41

22 .54 —

23 .69 —

24 .49 .23

25 .36 .30

26 — .52

27 .17 .08

28 .70 .42

29 — .57

31 .54 .49

32 .49 —

33 .36
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Table 7. Continued

Trait

Source Yearling weight Postweaning rate-of-gain

34 .17 —

35 .29 —

36 .46 —

37 — .16

38 .27 .33

39 .52 .47

41 — .44

42 .14 —

43 — .32

44 .25 .38

45 .47 .50

48 .30 .23

49 — .22

50 .42 .47

55 — .32

56 — .36

57 .38 .37

58 .35 .43

61 .17 .43

Range .04 - .72 .08-.93

Average11 .41 .41
a Range in heritabilities from two different methods of calculation. 
b Simple (unweighted) average.



Table 8. Heritability estimates of carcass and growth traits reported by several United States Breed Associations3

Trait

Breed
Birth

weight
Weaning
weight

Yearling
weight

Postweaning
rate-of-gain

Carcass
weight

Ribeye
area

Fat
thickness KPHb

% Retail 
cuts or 
product

Marbling
score

Quality
grade

Angus .33 .20 — .20 .29 .26 .25 — .24 .37 —

Beefmaster .16 .28 — .28 — — — — — — —

Brahman .26 .26 — .31 — — — — — — —

Brangus .28 .28 — .20 — .20 — — — — —

Charolais .42 .23 — .22 — — — — — — —

Gelbvieh .41 .23 .19 .19 .35 .28 .24 — — .31 —

Hereford .46 .23 — .23 — — — — — — —

Limousin .42 .50 — — .59 .35 .38 .28 — .51 —

Red Angus .46 .36 — .36 .30 .30 .20 — — .37 .21

Salers .28 .17 .15 .08 .45 .40 .48 — — .42 —

Simmentalc .45 .36 .49 — .34 — — — .26 .35 ——

Range .16- .46 .17-.50 .15 - .49 .08 - .36 .29 - .59 .20 - .40 .20 - .48 — .24 - .26 .31 - .51 —

Averaged .36 .28 .28 .23 .39 .30 .31 .28 .25 .39 .21
3 Sources include the following: BIT, 1996; American Angus Assoc., 1998; Int. Brangus Breeders, 1997; American Gelbvieh Assoc., 1998; N.A. 
Limousin Foundation, 1998; Red Angus Assoc, of America, 1998; American Salers Assoc., 1998; American Simmental Assoc., 1998. 
b Kidney, pelvic, and heart fat.
c Males and females greater than 75 percent Simmental. 
d Simple (unweighted) average.
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Genetic and phenotypic correlations

Genetic and phenotypic correlations are also needed in implementing systematic 

multiple-trait breeding plans. Genetic correlations are statistical associations between two 

traits that arise because some of the same genes affect both traits. Phenotypic correlations 

between two traits are caused by genetic and environmental factors that influence both baits. 

When two baits are positively and highly genetically correlated, successful selection for 

change in one trait will result in change in the same direction in the other trait. When two 

traits are negatively and highly genetically correlated to one another, successful selection for 

change in one trait will result in a change in the opposite direction in the other trait (BIF, 

1996). Table 2 contains sources of genetic and phenotypic correlations found in the 

literature. Some of these sources were adapted bom  previous reviews by Woldehawariat et 

al. (1977), Koots et al. (1994a,b), and Marshall (1994). Genetic and phenotypic correlations 

are presented in Tables 9, 10, 11, 12,13, 14,15, 16,17,18, 19, and 20. The tables contain 

correlations among and between YG factors, QG factors, consumer acceptance factors, and 

associated growth traits.

Genetic and phenotypic correlations among YG and QG factors at an age- or time-in- 

feedlot-, slaughter weight-, FT-, or choice grade-constant basis are shown in Tables 9 and 

10. There were few correlations which contained YG or KPH. Correlations including QG 

were not found in the literature. Genetic and phenotypic correlation averages were 

moderately positive between CW and REA and between CW and FT at an age or time-in- 

feedlot-constant basis. The same end-point resulted in a lower average correlation between 

CW and marbling. Genetic correlations between CW and REA and between CW and FT
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were extremely variable at a slaughter weight-, FT-, or choice grade-constant basis. Genetic 

and phenotypic correlations across all end-points between REA and FT, and between REA 

and marbling suggests that selection for increased REA would result in decreased FT and 

marbling. Generally, positive genetic and phenotypic correlation's were found for FT and MS 

across all end-points. This indicates a possible selection antagonism between increased MS 

and decreased FT. Interestingly, Gilbert et al. (1993) reported a -.83 genetic and -.20 

phenotypic correlation between FT and MS, and Wilson et al. (1993) reported a genetic 

correlation of -.13 between FT and MS. Collectively, phenotypic correlations were less 

variable and closer to zero than genetic correlations for most traits. Also, correlations at an 

age or time-in-feedlot end-point were generally more consistent from study to study than 

correlations found at a slaughter weight, FT, or choice grade end-point. A study by Gregory 

et al. (1994c), which contained Simmental records, reported genetic and phenotypic 

correlations of .32 and .24 between FT and MS, respectively.

Genetic arid phenotypic correlations among consumer acceptance factors at an age- 

or time-in-feedlot-, slaughter weight, or FT-constant basis are presented in Tables 11 and 12. 

There were few values available for calpastatin activity in the literature. Also, few 

correlations involving juiciness and flavor were found at a slaughter weight or FT end-point. 

It is interesting to compare values of MS with tenderness, WB S, and calpastatin activity. 

Average genetic correlations were .46 for MS and tenderness, -.69 for MS and WBS, and 

-.34 for MS and calpastatin activity at an age- or time-in-feedlot constant basis. Average 

phenotypic correlations were .23 between MS and tenderness, -.20 between MS and WBS, 

and -.07 between MS and calpastatin activity at a slaughter weight- or FT-constant basis.
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This provides evidence that marbling is associated with improved tenderness. Marbling also 

seems to be associated with improved flavor and juiciness. The average genetic correlation 

between MS and juiciness was .37, and the average genetic correlation between MS and 

flavor was .44 at an age or time-in-feedlot end-point. As expected, genetic and phenotypic 

correlations between tenderness and WBS were highly negative across all end-points. 

Genetic correlations between tenderness and juiciness, and tenderness and flavor were highly 

positive. In addition, highly positive genetic correlations were found between juiciness and 

flavor. In general, phenotypic correlations were closer to zero than genetic correlations. 

Also, correlations at an age or time-in-feedlot end-point were generally more consistent Aom 

study to study than correlations found at a slaughter weight or FT end-point. There were 

several genetic and phenotypic correlations reported by Gregory et al. (1994c), which 

contained Simmental data. Their correlations were in agreement with other estimates in the 

literature.

Genetic and phenotypic correlations between YW and PWG are included in Table 

13. Correlations between the associated growth traits are highly positive. In addition, the 

range of correlations were small when considering the number of studies. A review by 

Woldehawariat et al. (1977) reported average genetic correlations between BW and WW, 

between BW and YW, and between BW and PWG to be .55, .62, and .48, respectively. 

Average phenotypic correlations between BW and WW, between BW and YW, and between 

BW and PWG were reported to be .37, .44, and .30, respectively. Woldehawariat et al. 

(1977) also reported average genetic correlations between WW and YW and between WW 

and PWG to be .73 and .42, respectively. Average phenotypic correlations between WW and
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YW and between WW and PWG were reported to be .68 and .16, respectively. A review 

by Koots et al. (1994b) reported average genetic correlations between BW and WW, between 

BW and YW, and between BW and PWG to be .47, .48, and .35, respectively. Average 

phenotypic correlations between BW and WW, between BW and YW, and between BW and 

PWG were reported to be .36, .38, and .20, respectively. Koots et al. (1994b) also reported 

average genetic correlations between WW and YW and between WW and PWG to be .78 

and .39, respectively. Average phenotypic correlations between WW and YW and between 

WW and PWG were reported to be .72 and .12, respectively.

Genetic and phenotypic correlations among yield/quality grade factors and consumer 

acceptance factors at an age- or time-in-feedlot-, slaughter weight-, or FT-constant basis are 

presented in Tables 14,15,16, and 17. The number of correlations for slaughter weight and 

FT end-points were small, so inferences from these data are limited. Carcass weight was 

either negatively associated or not associated with all consumer acceptance factors, except 

MS and juiciness across all end-points. There was a favorable genetic relationship between 

REA and tenderness and a negative association between REA and WBS across all end

points. This indicates potential in selecting for increased REA without decreasing 

tenderness. Positive genetic and phenotypic correlations were found between FT and 

tenderness and negative correlations were found between FT and WBS across all end-points. 

Generally, phenotypic correlations tended to be closer to zero than genetic correlations. 

Gregory et al. (1994c) reported moderately positive genetic correlations between FT and 

consumer acceptance factors for Simmental records. However, lower phenotypic 

correlations were reported.
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Genetic and phenotypic correlations of yield/quality grade factors and consumer 

acceptance factors with associated growth traits for an age- or time-in-feedlot-, slaughter 

weight- or FT-constant basis are presented in Tables 18 and 19. Table 19 contains only two 

sources of correlations found in the literature. Positive genetic and phenotypic correlations 

were found for YW with CW, REA, FT, and KPH at an age or time-in-feedlot end-point. 

Interestingly, a slaughter weight and FT end-point resulted in negative genetic and 

phenotypic correlations for YW with CW, REA, and FT. Positive genetic and phenotypic 

correlations were found for PWG with CW, REA, KPH, and MS. A positive genetic 

correlation and a negative phenotypic correlation between PWG and MS was found at a 

slaughter weight and FT end-point. The average genetic correlation at an age- or time-in- 

feedlot-constant basis between YW and MS was -.05, and the average correlation between 

PWG and FT was -.03. In general, values that were adjusted to an age- or time-in-feedlot- 

constant basis indicated that selection for increased YW or PWG would result in heavier 

carcasses, larger REA, and decreased levels of FT.

A review by Roots et al. (1994b) reported genetic and phenotypic correlations 

between yield/quality grade factors and consumer acceptance factors with BW and W W  The 

genetic correlations between BW and CW, between BW and MS, between BW and REA, 

and between BW and tenderness were .60, .31, .31, and -.01, respectively. The phenotypic 

correlations between BW and CW, between BW and MS, between BW and REA, and 

between BW and tenderness were .41, -.02, .17, and .05, respectively. The genetic 

correlations between WW and CW, between WW and MS, between WW and REA, and 

between WW and tenderness were .84, -.17, .40 and -.83, respectively. The phenotypic
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correlations between WW and CW, between WW and MS, between WW and REA, and 

between WW and tenderness were .57, -.04, .22, and .06, respectively.

Table 20 contains genetic and phenotypic correlations of carcass and associated 

growth traits reported by several United States Breed Associations. There was a limited 

. number of phenotypic correlations reported. Average genetic correlations between BW and 

WW, between BW and YW, between BW and PWG, and between WW and PWG were in 

agreement with averages reported by Woldehawariat (1977) and Koots et al. (1994). 

However, breed associations calculated a higher average genetic correlation between WW 

and YW. Associations provided average genetic correlations between CW and REA and 

between CW and FT that were similar to averages presented in Tables 9 and 10. However, 

the average genetic correlation between CW and MS was lower. Genetic correlation 

averages reported by breed associations for REA and other carcass traits were the same or 

slightly higher than scientific literature averages. The FT and MS average genetic correlation 

was lower than the averages given in Tables 9 and 10.

Overall, there tended to be considerable variation in correlations found in the 

literature. Generally, an age or time-in-feedlot end-point resulted in the least amount of 

variation between studies for most correlations. One reason slaughter weight, FT, and choice 

grade end-points resulted in more variability was the lower number of correlations for these 

end-points found in the literature. The relationship found between MS and traits which 

measure and determine tenderness is encouraging. The potential to select for REA without 

decreasing tenderness is also promising. However, effectiveness of simultaneous selection 

for some trait combinations seems to be slowed by antagonistic relationships.
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Table 9. Genetic (below diagonal) and phenotypic (above diagonal) correlations among yield grade and
quality grade factors (age- or time-in-feedlot-constant basis)3

I 2 3 4 5 6

I. Yield grade .38 (60) -.47 (60) .83 (60) .20(41)
.18(60)

2. Carcass weight .18(60) 46(7) .38(15) .31 (51) .17(15)
.52(15) .42 (23) .18(23)
.37 (23) .38(41) .28 (41)
.58(41) .24 (52) .28(51)
.58(51) .28 (56) .08 (52)
.43 (52) .33 (60) .13(56)
.40 (56) 
.39(60)

.09 (60)

3. Ribeye area -.79 (60) .15 (7) -.07(10) -.04 (29)b -.06(13)
.66(15) -.05(13) .19(51) -.01 (16)
.02 (23) -.28(16) -.03 (23)
.68(41) -.08 (23) .03 (29)
.80 (51) -.15(29) .19(41)
.47 (52) .04 (41) .00 (46)
.66 (56) -.08 (52) .16(51)
.25 (60) -.06 (56) -.01 (52)

-.07 (60) -.05 (56) 
-.06 (60)

4. Fat thickness .86 (60) .34(15) .08(10) .18 (29)b .32(13)
.95 (23) -.27(13) .09(16)
.14(41) -.59(16) .25 (23)
.38 (52) .03 (23) .24 (29)
.13 (56) -.44 (29) .38(41)
.24 (60) -.04 (41) .12(52)

-.06 (52) .24 (53)
-.06 (56) .25 (56)
-.43 (60) .14(60)

5. Kidney, pelvic. .21 (51) .01 (29)b .10 (29)b . 18 (29)b
and heart fat .36 (51) •31(51)

6. Marbling score .32(41) .23(15) -.38(13) 1.00(13) .29 (29)b
.19(60) -.33 (23) -.17(16) .38(16) .59 (51)

.64 (41) -1.34 (23) .73 (23)

.38(51) -.14(29) .16(29)
-.06 (52) .57(41) ■73 (41)
.31 (56) -.40 (46) -.13 (52)

-.03 (60) .51 (51) .32 (53)
-.04 (52) .44 (56)
-.02 (56) 
-.37 (60)

.01 (60)

aNumber in parenthesis indicates source of estimate. 
b Kidney fat only.
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Table 10. Genetic (below diagonal) and phenotypic (above diagonal) correlations among yield grade and
quality grade factors (slaughter weight-3, fat thickness-1’, or choice grade-constant basis)’1

I 2 3 4 5 6

I. Yield grade .13 (61)

2. Carcass weight .17(42) .02 (42) .05 (42)
.64 (49) .05 (49) .08 (49) 

-.02 (61)

3. Ribeye area .09 (42) -.25(14) -.22 (14)' -.07(14)
1.19(49) -.30(21) -.15(21)

-.14(42) -.07 (42)
-.13(49) .12(49)

-.14(61)

4. Fat thickness .36 (42) -.09(14) .54 (1 4 / .42(14)
-1.42 (49) -.47 (21) .17(21)

-.37 (42) .14(42)
-1.14(49) -.20 (49)

5. KPHe -.35 (14)' .8 7 (1 4 / .4 6 (1 4 /

6. Marbling score .04 (61) .33 (42) -.12(14) .62(14) .63 (1 4 /
.55 (49) -.38(21) .37(21)
.67 (61) -.01 (42) .19(42)

.63 (49) -.83 (49)

.13(61)
3 Slaughter weight-constant basis for sources 21,42. 
b Fat thickness-constant basis for sources 49, 61. 
c Choice grade-constant basis for source 14. 
dNumber in parenthesis indicates source of estimate. 
e Kidney, pelvic, and heart fat.
1 Kidney fat only.
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Table 11. Genetic (below diagonal) and phenotypic (above diagonal) correlations among consumer
acceptance factors (age- or time-in-feed lot-constant basis)3

2

I. Marbling score .19(46) 
19(53) 

.20 (56) 

.22 (59) 

.12(60)

2. Tenderness .74 (46) 
.34 (53) 
.32 (56) 
.58 (59) 
.33 (60)

3. WBSb -.25 (29) -.96 (46)
-.53 (46) -.98 (53)

-1.00 (53) -1.00 (56)
-.57 (55) -.87 (59)

-1.00 (56) 
-.90 (59) 
-.55 (60)

-1.00 (60)

4. C. activity^ -.34 (55)

5. Juiciness .60 (46) 1.55 (40)
.28 (53) .95 (46)
.23 (56) .91 (53) 

.88 (56)

6. Flavor .79 (46) 2.80 (40)
.34 (53) .89(46)
.33 (56) .81 (53)
.28 (60) .63 (56) 

.99 (60)
aNumber in parenthesis indicates source of estimate. 
b Warner-Bratzler shear. 
c Calpastatin activity.
dValue exceeded -1.00 and, thus, was set at -1.00.

3 4 5 6

-.12(29) -.19(55) .18(46) .12(46)
-.18(46) .20 (53) .12 (53)
-.23 (53) .21 (56) .12(56)
-.27 (55) .09 (60)
-.24 (56)
-.19(59)
-.11 (60)

-.70 (46) .39 (40) .49 (40)
-.57 (53) .50 (46) .34 (46)
-.57 (56) .60 (53) .16(53)
-.67 (59) .60 (56) .17(56)
.71 (60) .40 (60)

.27 (55) -.26 (46) -.26 (46)
-.19(53) -.23 (53)
-.19(56) -.23 (56)

-.37 (60)

.50 (55)

-.95 (46) .16(46)
-.96 (53) 
-.96 (56)

-.82 (46) 3.00 (40)
-1.00 (53) .78 (46)
-1.00 (56) 1.00 (53)
-1.00 (60)d .79 (56)
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Table 12. Genetic (below diagonal) and phenotypic (above diagonal) correlations among consumer
acceptance factors (slaughter weight-3 or fat thicknessb-constant basis)0

I 2 3 4 5 6

I. Marbling score .27(21)
.19(61)
.14(62)

-.27 (21) 
-.18(61) 
-.16(62)

-.03 (61) 
.00 (62)

.21 (21) .05(21)

2. Tenderness -.20 (21) 
.90 (61) 
.00 (62)

-.43(21) 
-.56(61) 
-.51 (62)

-.14(61) 
.27 (62)

.77 (21) .79 (21)

3. WBSd -.36(21) 
-.53 (61) 
.28 (62)

-.54(21) 
-.64 (61) 
-.92 (62)

.28(61) 

.27 (62)
-.32(21) -.27 (21)

4. Calpastatin 
activity

-.75 (61) 
.61(62)

-1.14(61) 
.00 (62)

1.14(61) 
.35 (62)

5. Juiciness -.81 (21) I 00 (21) -.30(21) .74 (21)

6. Flavor 3
3 Slaughter weight-constant basis for source 21. 
b Fat thickness-constant basis for sources 61, 62. 
0Number in parenthesis indicates source of estimate. 
d Warner-Bratzler shear.
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Table 13. Genetic and phenotypic correlations between yearling 
weight and postweaning rate-of-gain"

Genetic correlation Phenotypic correlation

.9 8 (2 ) .69 (2)

.97 (3) .73 (3)

.86 (4) .58(4)

.76 (5) .80 (5)

J 0 ( 8 ) .77 (8)

.93(11) .86(11)

.88(20) .74 (20)

.71 (24) .58(24)

.71(25) .75(25)

.72(28) .70(28)

.80(30) .65(30)

.97 (31) .81 (31)

.93(38) .79(38)

.99(39) 81(39)

.94 (44) .86(44)

.98(45) —

1.04 (50) .80(50)

.79(58) .80(58)

Range .70-1 .00 .58-.S6

Average'1 .87 .75
"Number in parenthesis indicates source of estimate. 
b Simple numerical (unweighted) average.
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Table 14. Genetic correlations among yield/quality grade factors and consumer acceptance factors
(age- or time-in-feed lot-constant basis)3

Calpastatin
Tenderness WBSb activity Juiciness Flavor

Yield grade .16(60) -.04 (60) -.16(60)

Carcass weight -.63 (40) -.10(56) .95 (40) -1.68 (40)
.15(56) -.47 (60) .03 (56) -.12(56)
.32 (60) .13(60)

Ribeye area -.04 (46) -.28 (29) -.01 (46) .16(46)
.56(56) -.14(46) .24 (56) .22 (56)

-.25 (60) -.48 (56) -.25 (60)
.14(60)

Fat thickness .30 (53) .26 (29) .45 (53) .31 (53)
.14(56) -.35 (53) .34 (56) .10(56)

-.14(60) -.23 (56) 
.33 (60)

-.62 (60)

KPHc .04 (29)d

Marbling score .74 (46) -.25 (29) -.34 (55) .60 (46) .79 (46)
.34 (53) -.53 (46) .28 (53) .34 (53)
.32 (56) -1.00 (53) .23 (56) .33 (56)
.66 (59) -.57 (55) .28(60)
.33 (60) -1.00 (56)

-.90 (59) 
-.55 (60)

3 Number in parenthesis indicates source of estimate. 
b Warner-Bratzler shear force. 
c Kidney, pelvic, and heart fat. 
d Kidney fat only.
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Table 15. Phenotypic correlations among yield/quality grade factors and consumer acceptance factors
(age- or time-in-feedlot-constant basis)3

Calpastatin
Tenderness WBSb activity Juiciness Flavor

Yield grade .02 (60) .02 (60) .00 (60)

Carcass weight -.04 (40) -.07 (56) -.04 (40) -.05 (40)
.02 (56) -.09 (60) .01 (56) .09 (56)
.05 (60) .07 (60)

Ribeye area .00 (46) -.02 (29) .07 (46) .05 (46)
-.02 (56) -.05 (46) -.04 (56) .03 (56)
.01 (60) .02 (56) 

-.07 (60)
.04 (60)

Fat thickness .05 (53) -.01 (29) .10(53) .10(53)
.05 (56) -.06 (53) .09 (56) .09 (56)

-.01 (60) -.06 (56) -.01 (60)
.03 (60)

KPHc .00 (29)d

Marbling score .19(46) -.12(29) -.19(55) .18 (46) .12(46)
.19(53) -.18(46) .20 (53) .12(53)
.20 (56) -.23 (53) .21 (56) .12(56)
.22 (59) -.27 (55) .09 (60)
.12(60) -.24 (56) 

-.19(59) 
-.11 (60)

3 Number in parenthesis indicates source of estimate.
b Warner-Bratzler shear force. 
e Kidney, pelvic, and heart fat. 
d Kidney fat only.
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Table 16. Genetic correlations among yield/quality grade factors and consumer
acceptance factors (slaughter weight-3 or fat thickness-bconstant basis)0

Calpastatin
Tenderness WBSd activity Juiciness

Yield grade .19(61) .25(61)

Carcass weight -.06(61) -.24 (61)

Ribeye area .30(21) -.09(21) 
-.21 (61)

-.30 (61) .04(21)

Fat thickness .32(21) -.29(21) .01 (21)

Marbling score -.20 (21) 
.90(61) 
.00(62)

-.36(21)
-.53(61)
.28(62)

-.75 (61) 
.61(62)

-.81 (21)

a Slaughter weight-constant basis for source 21. 
b Fat thickness-constant basis for sources 61, 62. 
cNumber in parenthesis indicates source of estimate. 
ll Warner-Bratzler shear force.

Table 17. Phenotypic correlations among yield/quality grade factors and consumer 
acceptance factors (slaughter weight-3 or fat thickness-bconstant basis)0

Tenderness WBSd
Calpastatin

activity Juiciness Flavor

Yield grade -.08(61) .05(61)

Carcass weight -.02(61) -.00 (61)

Ribeye area -.03 (21) -.06(21) 
.06 (61)

-.05(61) .05(21) .02(21)

Fat thickness .12(21) -.19(21) .11(21) .08(21)

Marbling score .27(21)
.19(61)
.14(62)

-.27(21)
-.18(61)
-.16(62)

-.03 (61) 
.00(62)

.21(21) .05(21)

a Slaughter weight-constant basis for source 21. 
b Fat thickness-constant basis for sources 61, 62 
cNumber in parenthesis indicates source of estimate. 
d Warner-Bratzler shear force.
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Table 18. Genetic and phenotypic correlations of yield/quality grade factors and consumer acceptance
factors with associated growth traits (age- or time-in-feedlot-constant basis)3

Genetic correlations Phenotypic correlations

Trait
Yearling

weight
Postweaning
rate-of-gain

Yearling
weight

Postweaning
rate-of-gain

Carcass weight .60 (4) -.02 (4) .67 (4) .31 (4)
.96 (23) .94 (41) .94 (23) .64(41)

1.17(45) 1.26 (45) .90 (51) .79 (51)
.98 (51) 1.11 (51)

Ribeye area .01 (23) .34 (30) .35 (23) .32 (29)
.71(51) .48(41) .49 (51) .34 (41)

.82 (51) .44 (51)

Fat thickness .86 (23) .05 (29) .33 (23) .17(29)
.00 (44) .05 (41) .30 (44) .29 (41)

-.20 (44) .24 (44)

Kidney, pelvic, and heart fat .25 (51) .16 (29)b .24 (51) .05 (29)b
.15(51) 19 (51)

Marbling score -.57 (23) .15(29) .13 (23) .07 (29)
.47 (51) .48 (41) .24 (51) .24 (41)

.19(51) .24 (51)
-.04 (55) .12(55)

Warner-Bratzler shear force .06 (29) .02 (29)
-.04 (55) -.06 (55)

Calpastatin activity -.52 (55) -•15(55)

3 Number in parenthesis indicates source of estimate. 
b Kidney fat only.
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Table 19. Genetic and phenotypic correlations of yield/quality grade factors and consumer acceptance
factors with associated growth traits (slaughter weight-1' or fat Ihickness-bConstant basis)0

Genetic correlations Phenotypic correlations

Yearling Postweaning Yearling Postweaning
Trait weight rate-of-gain weight rate-of-gain

Carcass weight 

Ribeye area 

Fat thickness

-.03 (42) 

-.06 (42) 

-.13(42)

.05 (42) 

-.03 (42) 

.06 (42)

Marbling score .20 (42) 
.78(61)

.23 (61) -.06 (42) 
-.07 (61)

-.04 (61)

Warner-Bratzler shear force -.70 (61) -.15(61) -.07 (61) -.06 (61)

Calpastatin activity -.67 (61)
a Slaughter weight-constant basis for source 42.

-.31 (61) -.20 (61) -.08 (61)

b Fat thickness-constant basis for source 61. 
cNumber in parenthesis indicates source of estimate.



Table 20. Genetic (below diagonal) and phenotypic (above diagonal) correlations of carcass and growth traits reported by several United States Breed Associations'

Trail

Birth weight

Birth Weaning Yearling Postweaning Carcass
weight weight weight rale-of-gain weight

Ribeye Fat % Retail cuts or Marbling Quality
area thickness KPHb product score grade

Weaning .48 (2)
weight .40 (3)

.42 (4) 

.49 (9)

.15(1)

Yearling .37 (4) .88 (2)
weight .48 (9) .93 (4)

.89 (9)

Postweaning
rate-of-gain

.23 (3) 39 (3) 
42 (5)

Carcass .31 (4) 39(1) .25 (I) -.27(1) .10(1)
weight .31 (6) .00 (9) .09 (9)

Ribeye area 51 (2) .49(1) -.10(1) -54(1) -.03(1)
37 (4) .45 (4)
.50 (6) .60 (6)

.76(7)

Fat thickness -.10(4) .17(1) -.13(1) -.80(1) .15(1)
.00 (6) -.01 (6) .01 (6)

.51(7)

KPHb .03 (6) .00 (6) -.04 (6) 13(6)

% Retail cuts -.16(1) .00 .56(1) -.84 (I) -.17(1)
or product (9) -.07 (9)

Marbling score -.07 (4) -.07(1) -.08(1) ■00(1) •25 (7) -.02 (I)
.05 (6) .00 (6) .09 (6) 25 (4) .12(9)

.07 (9) .02 (6)

O

Quality grade 92 (7)
“Number in parenthesis indicates source and breed: I. American Angus Assoc., 1998; 2. hit. Brangus Breeders, 1997; 3. American-lnt. Charolais Assoc., 7998; 4. AmericanGeIbvieh Assoc. 1998’ 5 
American Hereford Assoc., 1998; 6. N.A. Limousin Foundation, 1998; 7. Red Angus Assoc, of America, 1998; 8. American Salers Assoc., 1998; 9. American Simmental Assoc., 1998 
b Kidney, pelvic, and heart fat.
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Ultrasound

As the beef industry continues to move toward a value-based marketing system, 

producers are becoming increasingly concerned about carcass traits. This concern has 

influenced further development of carcass EPD for use as selection tools. However, there 

are some limitations in obtaining the carcass data that is necessary to calculate EPD. These 

limitations include the expense and time required to do progeny testing, and cooperation 

necessary among packing plants, researchers, and breeders wishing to acquire data (Wilson, 

1992).

A promising alternative to carcass evaluation is ultrasound technology. Ultrasound 

technology has been used to indirectly measure animal carcass composition in livestock for 

m any years (Temple et ah, 1956). However, recent research has further validated ultrasound 

as a tool for use in the beef industry (Faulkner et ah, 1990; Brethour, 1992; Herring et ah, 

1994; Houghton and Turlington, 1992; Perldns et ah, 1992a; Perkins et ah, 1992b; Robinson 

et ah, 1992; Williams et ah, 1997).

The increasing technological capabilities of ultrasound have generated extremely 

encouraging applications. Potentially, genetic evaluation and selection for improved carcass 

quality could be made based on ultrasound measurements. The most common traits 

measured are ultrasound fat thickness (UFT), ultrasound ribeye area (UREA), and ultrasound 

marbling (UM). Fat thickness and REA are components in the calculation of YG, and 

marbling has the most influence on QG determination. Although the use of ultrasound 

appears favorable, there is still some uncertainty as to the accuracy of the results. Therefore,
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it is necessary to consider factors which affect ultrasound estimates.

Technology

Before evaluating different technologies utilized in ultrasound, it is important to 

understand the basic techniques and procedures involved. Wild (1950), reported that the 

ultrasonic technique is nondestructive, humane, and provides a method of quantifying muscle 

and fatty tissues in live animals. The procedure involves the application of a couplant or oil 

to the area of the body to be measured, followed by the placement o f a sensor or transducer 

on the chosen area. After tire transducer is placed in contact with the animal, the ultrasound 

equipment transfers electrical pulses to high-frequency sound waves. These sound waves 

travel into the body and are reflected from boundaries between different densities of tissues. 

The image that the ultrasound waves transmit back through the transducer are projected onto 

the screen of the ultrasound unit, and the desired measurements are made.

The first ultrasound technology widely used in the livestock industry was called A- 

mode, which refers to amplitude modulation (Perkins, 1996). A-mode is a one-dimensional 

representation of the reflected signal in which the horizontal axis represents time or distance 

and the vertical axis represents amplitude (Whittaker et ah, 1992). The reflected signals or 

echos are produced as 16 different shades of grey (Widmer, 1993). A-mode is limited in that 

it is only capable of measuring UFT in live animals. It does not allow for the measurement 

of UREA or UM (Wilson, 1994).

In 1968, the A-mode format was modified. This led to the development of B-mode 

or brightness modulation (Perkins, 1996). B-mode is a two-dimensional reconstruction of
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reflecting interface locations (Whittaker, 1992), and consists of dots or pixels. The 

amplitude of the echo determines the brightness of each dot or pixel. The time it takes the 

echo to reflect back to the transducer determines the arrangement of each dot or pixel on the 

screen (Wilson, 1994). B-mode uses echos which are produced as 64 shades of grey 

(Widmer, 1993). Unlike A-mode, B-mode allows for the measurement of UREA as well as 

other carcass traits (Perkins, 1996).

The latest ultrasound technology developed is. real-time, which is a version of B- 

mode. The main difference is that in real-time imaging, echoes are recorded continuously 

on a non-storage cathode-ray display screen. This allows for rapid transducer movement 

from one area to another (Houghton and Turlington, 1992) and creates images which are seen 

almost instantaneously. The constant images are accomplished by a series of rapid electric 

switching from element to element in a beam that is produced by the ultrasound impulse 

(Perkins, 1996).

Applications

Ultrasound technology holds the promise of predicting progeny performance without 

the time and expense of actual progeny testing (Wilson, 1992). Potential to the seedstock 

industry includes collection of large amounts of data on young bulls and heifers (Bertrand 

and Kreise, 1995b). Ultimately, these measurements could be utilized to calculate carcass 

EPD. Carcass EPD could have the potential of reducing the amount of waste fat, increasing 

the amount of intramuscular fat, and regulating carcass weights to fit windows of 

acceptability (Bertrand and Herring, 1995a).
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Also, this technology could help sort and manage feeder cattle more consistently and 

efficiently than current batch processes by designating entrance into appropriate pens, and 

by facilitating establishment of final market dates.

Before ultrasound technology can be incorporated into genetic evaluation programs, 

genetic parameters of ultrasound estimates must be determined. Tables 21 and 22 present 

heritabilities and genetic and phenotypic correlations for UFT and UREA at an age- or time- 

in-feedlot-constant basis. .There were no estimates for UM found in the literature. The 

average heritability of UFT was .27 and estimates ranged from .04 to .56. Ultrasound ribeye 

area had an average heritability of .23 and ranged from . 11 to .40. These values were smaller 

than corresponding heritability estimates from carcass data. Genetic and phenotypic 

correlations between UFT and UREA were extremely variable. Arnold et al. (1991) adjusted 

ultrasound measurements to a slaughter weight-constant basis and found heritabilities of .26 

’ and .28 for UFT and UREA, respectively, and a genetic correlation between UFT and UREA 

of .48. Johnson et al. (1993) also adjusted measurements to a slaughter weight-constant 

basis. A heritability estimate of .11 was found for UFT in their study.
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Table 2 1. HeritabiIity estimates for ultrasound measures of fat thickness and ribeye area 
(age- or time-in-feed lot-constant basis)

Source
No. of 
records Sex' Breed

Fat
thickness REAb

I . Turner et al., 1990 385 B Hereford .04 .12

2. Arnold et al., 1991 3,482 B, H Hereford .26 .28

3. Johnson et al., 1993 1,111 B, H Brangus .14 .40

4. Robinson et al., 1993 9,232 B, H, S Angus, Hereford .30 .21

5. Kreise and McElhenney, 1995 941 B, H, S Brangus .29 .23

6. Shepard et al., 1996 1,556 B, H Angus .56 .11

7. Moser et al., 1998 3,583 B, H Brangus .11 .29

Range .04 - .56 .11 - .40

Averagec .24 .23
a B=bull; H=Iieifer; S=Steer. 
b Ribeye area.
c Simple (unweighted) average.

Table 22. Genetic and phenotypic correlations between ultrasound fat thickness and ultrasound ribeye area
(age- or time-in-feedlot-constant basis)

Source Genetic correlation Phenotypic correlation

I. Turner et al., 1990 -TOOa -.07

2. Arnold et al., 1991 .39 —

3. Johnson et al., 1993 .12 .19

4. Robinson et al., 1993 .05 —

5. Kriese and McEIhenney, 1995 .23 —

6. Moser et al., 1998 .13 T l

Range -1.00-.39 -.07 - .

Average'1 -.01 .08
a Value was less than - 1.00, thus was set at -1.00. 
b Simple (unweighted) average.
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Accuracy

The accuracy of ultrasound estimates continues to be debated by researchers. A 

summary, partially adapted from Houghton and Turlington (1992) and Wilson (1994), of the 

accuracy of ultrasound measurements since 1985 is presented in Table 23. Simple 

correlation coefficients were used to evaluate the relationship between ultrasound measures 

of carcass traits and the same traits measured after slaughter (Wilson, 1994). As indicated 

by this table, there is variation in the accuracy of ultrasound measurements. Reasons for this 

variability include technological limitations, degree of operator skill and experience (Perkins, 

1996), differences in cattle measured, variations in slaughter and post-mortem handling, and 

inconsistencies in the accuracy of the measurement taken on the carcasses (Bertrand and 

Herring, 1995a). Correlations between ultrasound and carcass measures of FT ranged from 

.55 to .96 with an average of .83. Correlations between ultrasound and carcass measures of 

REA ranged from .20 to .94 with an average of .75. Finally, correlations between ultrasound 

and carcass measures of marbling ranged from .21 to .78 with an average of .51. This 

. establishes that ultrasound measures can provide an accurate estimate of FT and REA. 

However, the accuracy for UM could be considered marginal or too low.

Moser et al. (In Review) estimated previously unreported genetic correlations 

between carcass and ultrasound measurements taken on yearling breeding animals. Genetic 

correlations of .69 and .66 were found between carcass FT and UFT and between carcass 

REA and UREA, respectively. The favorable genetic correlations between carcass and 

corresponding yearling ultrasound measurements indicate measurements of UFT and UREA 

in breeding cattle can be useful in predicting genetic values for carcass FT and REA.
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Table 23. A review of ultrasound accuracy in measuring fat thickness, ribeye area, and marbling

Correlation with carcass measurement

Source Instrument Fat thickness Ribeye area Marbling

Haradaetal., 1985 Kaijo B-mode 
Scanningscope

.63
.86 .78

Stouffer and Cross, 1985 Technicare 210 DX .78 .87 .21

Smith et al., 1988 Technicare 210 DX .81 .20 -.43 —

Turner, 1988 Technicare 210 DX .81 -.94 .71 - .94 —

Hale, 1989 Technicare 210 DX .80-.83 .74-.82 —

Houghton et al., 1989 Technicare 210 DX .87 .78 —

Perry et al., 1989 G. E. Datason .86 .76 —

Stouffer et al., 1989 Technicare 210 DX .86 .76 —

Strasia et al., 1989 Technicare 2 10 DX .55 — —

Duello et al., 1990 Aloka 633 .87 .75 —

Faulkner et al., 1990 Technicare 210 DX .89 — —

Flenderson-Perry, 1990 Equisonics .85 .71 —

Perry et al., 1990 G. E. Datason .96 .90 —

Perkins et al., 1992a Technicare 210 DX .75 .60 —

Perkins et al., 1992b Aloka 500V .86-.87 .7 6 -8 2 —

Smith et al., 1992 Technicare 210 DX .82 .63 —

Waldner et al., 1992 Technicare 210 DX .86 .73 —

Brethour, 1992 Technicare 210 DX .92 — —

Robinson, 1992 Technicare 210 DX, Aloka 500V .90 .87 —

Duello, 1993 Aloka 633 and 500V .86 .78 —

Herring et al., 1994 Technicare 210 DX, Aloka 500V .69 - .90 .36 - .90 —

Greiner et al., 1995 Aloka 500V .93 .91 —

Herring et al., 1998 Aloka 500V 
Pie Scanner 200 

Technicare 210 DX

Range

Average8

.5 5 -9 6

.83

.20 - .94 

.75

.30 -.74 
.22 - .39 
.63 - .75

.21 - .78

.51

“Simple (unweighted) average.
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Breed Comparisons

In response to changing marketing systems, there is an increased emphasis on traits 

which determine carcass merit. This increased emphasis has prompted the American 

Simmental Association to evaluate and exploit the genetic value of carcass traits in 

Simmental and Simmental crosses. To date, there have been several studies which compared 

different breeds of cattle. From these studies the strengths and weaknesses of Simmental and 

Simmental crosses can be evaluated. Tables 24 and 25 contain sources of published least 

squares means for carcass and associated growth traits in purebred and crossbred Simmental 

cattle. Studies were excluded if they did not contain at least 20 records per breed, at least 5 

sires per breed, and complete descriptions of materials and methods. All breed means were 

expressed as deviations from Simmental. Purebred sources were divided by two so that 

crossbred (i.e., topcross designs) sources could be compared on an equal basis. Maternal 

effects were ignored.

Breed deviations from Simmental for YG and QG factors at an age- or time-in- 

feedlot-constant basis are presented in Table 26. Simmental cattle had more desirable YG, 

heavier CW, larger REA, and less FT than Angus or Hereford. However, they had lower 

MS, and consequently lower QG when compared to Angus or Hereford. Important 

differences in YG and QG factors between Simmental, Charolais, Gelbvieh, and Limousin 

breeds were not found. Deviations of KPH varied from lower to higher percentages in 

Simmental when compared to other breeds.

Breed deviations from Simmental for consumer acceptance factors at an age- or time-
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in-feedlot-constant basis are presented in Table 27. Angus, Hereford, and other British 

breeds generally had more desirable MS and tenderness. Significant differences between 

Simmental, Charolais, Gelbvieh, and Limousin breeds were not found. Juiciness and flavor 

was generally consistent across all breeds.

Breed deviations from Simmental for associated growth traits are included in Table 

28. Simmental cattle had heavier YW and lhgher PWG than most breeds in the majority of 

the studies.

Table 29 contains sources of YG and QG factors adjusted to a slaughter weight- or 

5% longissimus fat-constant basis. Age or time-in-feedlot end-points were repeated (within 

the same studies) in Table 29 so that comparisons could easily be made. No studies 

including Simmental cattle were found which contained consumer acceptance factors or 

associated growth traits at alternative end-points. Simmental cattle had more desirable YG, 

heavier CW, larger REA, and less FT than Angus, Hereford, Jersey, and South Devon at a 

slaughter weight or 5% longissimus fat end-point. One exception was less FT for Jersey at 

a 5% longissimus fat-constant basis. Marshall et al. (1990) reported QG deviations that were 

■ similar across end-points. Significant differences between Simmental, Charolais, and 

Limousin were not found at a slaughter weight or 5% longissimus fat end-point.

Although slaughter weight and 5% longissimus fat end-points were only reported in 

two studies, differences due to end-point were somewhat apparent. A slaughter weight- 

constant basis generally resulted in the most favorable comparisons for Simmental cattle with 

Angus, Hereford, Jersey, and South Devon. Adjustment to a 5% longissimus fat-constant 

basis generally resulted in the least favorable comparisons for Simmental cattle with Angus,
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Hereford, Jersey, and South Devon. However, Simmental cattle had less desirable KEA at 

a slaughter weight-constant basis and more desirable REA at a 5% longissimus fat-constant 

basis. Differences due to end-point were not present in Simmental, Charolais, and Limousin 

comparisons.

As expected, Simmental cattle generally held ah advantage over smaller British 

breeds for traits which contributed to YG, growth, feed efficiency, and lowered costs of gain. 

British breeds generally had more desirable QG, MS, and tenderness, but juiciness and flavor 

differences were not evident. Simmental cattle were similar to other Continental breeds for 

carcass and associated growth traits. Optimizing traits associated with QG and tenderness, 

while m aintaining traits related to YG and growth, would enable Simmental cattle to quickly 

gain an advantageous position over other Continental breeds.
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Table 24. Sources of published least squares means for carcass and associated growth traits in purebred
Simmental cattle

Source No. of records No. of breed groups Sex"

I. Cross et al., 1984 120 4 B1S

2. Jenkins and Ferrell, 1984 64 2 B1H

3. Crouse et al., 1985a 324 2 B1S

4. Crouse et al., 1985b 162 2 B1S

5. Comerford et al., 1988a,b 227 4 H1 S

6. Chewning et al., 1990 3,661 9 B

7. Brown et al., 1991 1,830 13 B

8. Gregory et al., 1991 4,574 9 H

9. Gregory et al., 1991 4,064 9 B

10. Gregory et al., 1994a,b,c 1,158 9 S
“ B=bull; H=heifer; S=Steer.

Table 25. Sources of published least squares means for carcass and associated growth traits in crossbred
Simmental cattle

No. of breed Constant
Source No. of records groups breed3 Sex1

11. Newman et al., 1974 86 2 H B

12. Koch et al., 1976 526 7 A S
441 H

13. Koch et al., 1976 215 7 A S
208 H

14. Taster et al., 1976 819 7 A or H H

15. Smith et al., 1976 955 7 A or H S

16. Crockett et al., 1979 48 5 A S
74 Br
49 H

17. Steffan et al., 1985 99 2 H H

18. Marshall et al., 1990 262 2 H S
a Constant breeds are as follows: A=Angus; Br=Brangus; H=Hereford. 
b B=bull; H=heifer; S=Steer.
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Table 26. Breed deviations from Simmental means for yield grade and quality grade factors
(age- or time-in-feedlot-constant basis)3

Breed1’
Yield
grade

Carcass 
weight, kg

Ribeye
area,
cm2

Fat
thickness,

cm
KPHc,

%
Quality
grade1 * *'

Marbling
score6

A 0.6(1) -30.6(1) -6.78(1) .29(1) • 15(1) 0.75(1) 0.54(1)
0.8(12) -65.0 (4) -10.65 (4) 02(4) -2 5 (4 ) 0.22(12) -0.08 (4)

-16.0(10) -6.45 (10) .40(10) .07(10) 0.15(18) 0.30(10)
-16.5(12) -6.70(12) .64(12) -.40(12) 0.79(12)
-22.9(18) -5.60(18) .22(18) .20(18)

Bm 0.5(16) -2.00(16) .59(16) 0.22(16) 0.44(16)

B 0.4(5) -23.6 (5) -10.60 (5) OS (5) -.08 (5) 0.30(16) -0.39 (5)
0.9(16) -3.00(16) .64(16) 0.54(16)

Bv -4.5 (10) 2.10(10) .04(10) .15 (10) 0.03 (10)

C -0.2(1) -0.2(1) 5.49(1) -.03(1) .00(1) 0.07(1) 0.11 (I)
-0.1 (12) 0.0(10) -0.20(10) -.01 (10) .15(10) 0.08(12) -0.05(10)

8.1 (12) 3.60(12) -.02(12) -.10(12) 0.12(12)

G 4.0(10) 1.35(10) -.02(10) .09(10) -0.14(10)

H 0.5(1) -31.6(1) -8.07(1) .22(1) -.10(1) 0.51 (I) 0.24(1)
0.8 (5) -25.5 (2) -9.00 (2) 44(5) .23 (5) 0.22(12) 1.00 (2)
0.8(12) -10.9(5) -6.90 (5) .39(10) -.05(10) 0.55 (5)

-21.0(10) -6.55 (10) .64(12) -.40(12) 0.22(10)
-16.5 (12) -6.70(12) 0.79(12)

J 0.8(12) -36.3 (12) -10.10(12) • 17(12) 1.80(12) 0.23(12) 1.12(12)

L -0.1 (5) 1.9(5) 2.55 (5) .00 (5) .02 (5) -0.13(12) -0.05 (5)
-0.2(12) -9.0(10) 2.75(10) .02(10) -.02(10) 0.03 (16) -0.17(10)
-0.3(16) -9.7(12) 3.90(12) .04(12) -.10(12) -0.34(12)

4.00(16) -.08(16) -0.17(16)

MA -0.2(16) 5.00(16) .00(16) 0.22(16) 0.17(16)

P -8.5(10) -0.95(10) .02(10) .12(10) 0.18(10)

RP -16.5(10) -5.80(10) .19(10) .40(10) 0.25(10)

SD 0.5(12) -8.0(12) -3.60(12) .23 (12) .40(12) 0.22 (12) 0.78(12)
3 Number in parenthesis indicates source of deviation. Purebred sources were divided by two so that 
crossbred sources could be compared on an equal basis.
b Breeds are as follows: A=Angus; Bm=Beefmaster; B=Brahman; Br=Brangus; Bv=Braunvieh; 
C=CharoIais; G=Gelbvieh; H=Hereford; Ho=HoIstein; J=Jersey; L= Limousin; MA=Maine Anjou; 
P=Pinzgauer; RP=Red Poll; SD=South Devon.
c Kidney, pelvic, and heart fat.
dQuality grade: prime = 8.0 - 10.9; choice = 5.0 - 7.9; good or select = 4.0 - 4.9; standard = 2.0 - 3.9. 
c Marbling score: traces = 3.0 - 3.9, slight = 4.0 - 4.9, etc.
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Table 27. Breed deviations from Simmental means for consumer acceptance factors
(age- or time-in-feed lot-constant basis)3

Marbling
FlavorfBreed scoreb Tenderness3 * * 6 WBSd Juiciness6

Angus 0.54(1) 0.00(1) -.09 (3) 0.15 (I) 0.10(1)
-0.08 (4) -0.02 (3) -.50(10) 0.00 (3) -0.01 (3)
0.30(10) 0.38(10) -.23 (12) 0.12(10) 0.05 (10)
0.79(12) 0.47(13) -0.01 (13) -0.01 (13)

Beefmaster 0.59(16)

Brahman -0.39 (5) 
0.54(16)

Braunvieh 0.03 (10) 0.13 (10) -.20(10) -0.01 (10) 0.04(10)

Charolais 0.11 (I) -0.10(1) -.16(10) 0.15(1) 0.05(1)
-0.05 (10) 0.08(10) -.29(12) -0.01 (10) 0.03 (10)
0.12(12) 0.45(13) -0.02(13) 0.08(13)

Gelbvieh -0.14(10) -0.09(10) .15(10) -0.05(10) -0.04(10)

Hereford 0.24(1) -0.05(1) -.21 (10) 0.15(1) 0.00(1)
1.00 (2) 0.15(10) -.23 (12) 0.06(10) -0.02 (10)
0.55 (5)
0.22(10)
0.79(12)

0.47(13) -0.01 (13) -0.01 (13)

Jersey 1.12(12) 0.60(13) -.44(12) 0.23 (13) 0.15(13)

Limousin -0.05 (5) 0.04(10) .07(10) -0.07 (10) -0.01 (10)
-0.17(10)
-0.34(12)
-0.17(16)

0.09(13) -.03 (12) -0.04(13) 0.04(13)

Maine-Anjou 0.17(16)

Pinzgauer 0.18 (10) 0.32(10) -.51 (10) 0.03 (10) 0.07(10)

Red Poll 0.25(10) 0.18(10) -.38(10) 0.06(10) 0.07(10)

South Devon 0.78(12) 0.56(13) -.47(12) 0.10(13) 0.00(13)

3 Number in parenthesis indicates source of deviation. Purebred sources were divided by two so that 
crossbred sources could be compared on an equal basis.
b Marbling score: traces = 3.0 - 3.9, slight = 4.0 - 4.9, etc.
c Tenderness: 1= extremely tough to 8 = extemely tender. 
d Warner-Bratzler shear, kg.
6Juiciness: I = extremely dry to 8 = extremely juicy.
1 Flavor: I = extremely bland to 8 = extremely intense.
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Table 28. Breed deviations from Simmental means for associated growth traits3

Breed Yearling weight Postweaning rate-of-gain

Angus -24.0 (8) -0.08 (6)
-38.5(9) -0.08 (7)
-19.0(14) 0.00 (8)
-33.0(15) -0.08 (9)
-14.0(17) -0.08(10) 

-0.04(14) 
-0.13 (15) 
0.13 (17)

Beefmaster -18.0(16) -0.18(6)
-0.15(7)
-0.06(16)

Brahman -35.6(5) -0.11 (5)
18.0(16) -0.31 (7) 

0.04(16)

Brangus -0.13 (6) 
-0.14(7)

Braunvieh -2.5(8) -0.01 (8)
-7.5(9) -0.03 (9) 

-0.04(10)

Charbray 0.10(7)

Charolais 0.0(8) 0.01 (6)
-4.0 (9) 0.01 (7)
0.0(14) 0 0 2 (8 )
7.0(15) 0.00 (9) 

-0.02 (10) 
0.00(14) 

-0.01 (15)

Gelbvieh -0.1 (8) -0.02 (8)
-3.5 (9) -0.03 (9) 

-0.06(10)

Hereford -19.5(5) 0.06 (5)
-35.5 (8) -0.10(6)
-47.5 (9) -0.11 (7)
-19.0(14) -0.03 (8)
-33.0(15) -0.09 (9) 

-0.07(10) 
-0.04 (14) 
-0.13 (15)

Horned Hereford -0.11 (6) 
-0.06 (7)
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Table 28. Continued

Breed Yearling weight Postweaning rate-of-gain

Jersey -50.0(14) -0.12(14)
-55.0(15) -0.21 (15)

Limousin -9 8(5) 0.03 (5)
-21.5 (8) -0.02 (8)
-32.0 (9) -0.08 (9)
-14.0(14) -0.09(10)
-35.0(15) -0.03 (14)
-17.0(16) -0.17(15)

0.02(16)

Maine-Anjou 18.0(16) 0.02 (6) 
0.03 (7) 
0.11 (16)

Pinzgauer -2.5 (8) 0.00 (8)
-3.0 (9) -0.02 (9) 

-0.08 (10)

Red Poll -25.5 (8) -0.04 (8)
-34.0 (9) -0.10(9)

-0.09(10)

Santa Geitrudis -0.11 (6) 
-0.07 (7)

Simbrah -0.07 (7)

South Devon -9.0(14) 0.01 (7)
-20.0(15) -0.08(11) 

0.01 (14) 
-0.05 (15)

a Number in parenthesis indicates source of deviation. Purebred sources were divided by two 
so that crossbred sources could be compared on an equal basis.
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Table 29. Breed deviations from Simmental means for yield grade and quality grade factors (age- or time- 
in-feedlot-, slaughter weight-, or 5% Iongissimus fat-constant basis)3

Breed group

End- South
Trait pointb Angus Charolais Hereford Jersey Limousin Devon

Yield grade Age 0.8(12) -0.1 (12) 0.8(12) 0.8(12) -0.2(12) 0.5 (12)

Wt. 1.0(12) -0.2 (12) 1.0(12) 1.3(12) -0.1 (12) 0.6(12)

Fat 0.4(12) -0.1 (12) 0.4(12) 0.4(12) 0.2(12) 0.2(12)

Ribeye area, 
cm2

Age -6.70(12)
-5.60(18)

3.60(12) -6.70(12) -10.10(12) 3.90(12) -3.60(12)

Wt. -5.90(12)
-3.50(18)

1.70(12) -5.90(12) -8.20(12) 4.40(12) -2.80(12)

Fat -9.30(12) 3.10(12) -9.30(12) -12.20(12) 4.00(12) -4.70(12)

Fat thickness, 
cm

Age .64(12)
.22(18)

-.02(12) .64(12) .17(12) .04(12) .23 (12)

Wt. .73(12)
.17(18)

-.15(12) .73 (12) .46(12) .06(12) .22(12)

Fat .30(12) -.05(12) .30(12) -.09(12) .22(12) .03 (12)

KPHc, % Age -.40 (12) 
.20(18)

-.10(12) -.40(12) 1.80(12) -.10(12) .40(12)

Wt. -.20 (12) 
.30(18)

-.20(12) -.20(12) 2.30(12) .00(12) .40(12)

Fat -.80(12) -.20(12) -.80(12) 1.30(12) .40 (12) .10(12)

QGd Age 0.15 (18)

Wt. 0.18(18)
3 Number in parenthesis indicates source of deviation.
b Age=age- or time-in-feedlot-, Wt.=slaughter weight-, Fat=5% Iongissimus fat-constant basis. 
c Kidney, pelvic, and heart fat.
dQuality grade: prime = 8.0 - 10.9; choice = 5.0 - 7.9; good or select = 4.0 - 4.9; standard = 2.0 - 3.9.
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Simulation Studies

The purpose of this section is to provide a brief introduction to simulation research 

and evaluate simulation studies that have included Simmental and Simmental crosses. The 

intent is not to familiarize readers with the structure, construction, or use of system models.

Marketing systems within the cattle industry are currently experiencing rapid change. 

A strategy to help evaluate new marketing opportunities is computer simulation modeling. 

Systems analysis is a branch of science that seeks to answer questions relevant to whole 

agriculture production operations (ie., farms, ranches). Systems researchers attempt to 

integrate knowledge from several disciplines of science in the study of dynamic and 

interactive characteristics of real-life production enterprises (Tess, 1995).

In a series of papers by Lamb et al. (1992a,b,c; 1993), computer models were used 

to evaluate different breed combinations in three mating systems marketed at an age-, 

weight- and low choice grade-constant basis. Biological and economic efficiencies were 

calculated for each breed type and mating system. Continental breed combinations, which 

included Simmental, were generally the most biologically and economically efficient at an 

age- and weight-constant basis. British breed combinations were generally the most efficient 

at a low choice grade end-point. It was concluded that optimum breed combinations differed 

depending on slaughter end-points and measures of efficiency. However, crosses between 

British and Continental breeds tended to be preferable for most scenarios.

Amer et al. (1994a,b) utilized a bioeconomic model to simulate an economic 

comparison of five breeds of cattle and their crosses at optimum slaughter end-points i The
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model calculated expected feed and labor inputs, postweaning growth, fat deposition, and 

value at slaughter for each breed and cross. Additional days on feed resulted in discounted 

value. Comparisons were based on the expected purchase-price premium paid for an animal 

when slaughtered at its profit-maximizing end-point. Researchers concluded that Simmental 

and Simmental crosses resulted in intermediate price premiums when compared to other 

breeds and crosses studied. The simulation model also established that crosses between 

British and Continental breed types resulted in higher price premiums than for purebreds or 

crosses within the two types.

Williams and Bennett (1995) and Williams et al. (1995a,b,c) used a computer 

simulation model to characterize F1 crosses of 16 sire breeds mated to Hereford and Angus 

dams. Animals were grown under nine backgrounding systems, finished at either low or high 

average daily gain, and slaughtered at a weight-, small or greater degree of marbling-, and 

28% carcass fat-constant basis. A small degree of marbling corresponds to low choice and 

28% carcass fat translates into YG 3 or lower. Results showed that considerable flexibility 

exists in selection of production systems to produce a carcass with a specified composition, 

yield, or quality. However, Continental breeds, which included Simmental, were generally 

more efficient at constant slaughter weight and 28% carcass fatness end-points.

In summary, rankings ofbreed types differ at various slaughter end-points, production 

segments, and measures of profitability or efficiency. Simmental and Simmental crosses 

seem to be more economic and efficient at end-points which reflect heavier weights and lean 

yield. Finally, crosses between British and Continental breed types were consistently more 

favorable than purebreds or other crossbred combinations at most scenarios.
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National Cattle Evaluation

General procedures

The goal of national cattle evaluation programs is to produce the best genetic 

predictions o f breeding value on all animals available as breeding stock for traits of 

economic importance in beef production. Breed associations are encouraged to develop 

these programs. A major key in having a sound national cattle evaluation is the. use of 

common sires that produce large numbers of progeny in many herds. The use of common 

sires across herds to provide comparisons among animals is the basis for genetic evaluation 

programs. The genetic value that is produced by genetic evaluation programs is provided to 

producers in the form of EPD (BIF, 1996).

Expected Progeny Differences for BW, WW5 and YW are commonly reported by 

breed associations. However, many traits are required to sufficiently identify genetic merit 

of breeding animals. For this reason, many breed associations are beginning to include other 

economically important traits into national cattle evaluation programs. This includes carcass 

traits, which can be derived from live-animal measures, ultrasound, or a combination of both 

datatypes (BIF, 1996).

National cattle evaluation programs use primarily field data collected by seedstock 

producers. Therefore, data preparation and editing are important steps in genetic evaluation. 

The Guidelines For Uniform Beef Improvement Programs (BIF, 1996) includes a list of 

standard data management guidelines. Among the most important are:

I. Pedigrees should be checked and verified for correct identification of animals."
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2. Age of dam is necessary to calculate adjusted BW, WW, and YW. Animal BW 

should be included and checked.

3. Duplicate records must be removed. Data from multiple births should be removed. 

Also, records from embryo transfer calves are usually not used.

4. Checks on calf records should be conducted. Next, records of extreme magnitude 

within a contemporary group should be corrected or eliminated.

Another general procedure to consider is contemporary group formation.

Contemporary groups are animals of similar age that are of the same breed and sex and have

been raised in the same management group. The Guidelines For Uniform Beef Improvement

Programs (BIF, 1996) includes items to consider when forming contemporary groups.

Among the most significant are:

1. Birth contemporary groups are formed using herd, year, season, sex, percent breeding, 

and possibly a breeder-provided pasture or management group code.

2. Weaning contemporary groups are generated using herd, year, sex, percent breeding, 

weaning management code (usually creep vs non-creep) and date the entire 

contemporary group was weighed or processed. Breeder-provided pasture or 

management group codes are also used when available.

.3. Yearling contemporary groups are developed using the weaning contemporary group 

along with a yearling management code, yearling weight date, or processing date. 

Breeder-provided pasture or management group codes are also used when available. 

Central test station data can be used if there are at least two animals that were in the 

same weaning contemporary group and if  those animals continued as contemporaries
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during the test.

4. Connectedness of sires across contemporary groups should also be checked. 

Connectedness is a measure of how often or how well progeny of sires occur in different 

groups.

Carcass procedures

• The primary goal of genetic evaluation of carcass traits is to arrive at unbiased and 

reliable predictions of genetic merit for each sire tested. In order for the carcass data to be 

processed and summarized into the form of an EPD, specific guidelines must be followed 

(BIF, 1996). The Beef Improvement Federation (1996) provides such guidelines for 

evaluating sires to determine carcass merit.

The first recommendation is the use of reference sires. Reference sires serve to tie 

together new information and to connect new data to existing databases in order that 

comparative genetic values may be calculated. A reference sire is defined as any sire that has 

been previously evaluated for carcass merit. Under ideal circumstances, enough females 

should be randomly mated to allow for the evaluation of at least 25 steer progeny by the test 

sire and a combined total of at least 20 steer progeny by two reference sires. Heifer progeny 

may be used in replacement of steers if  there are a limited number of steer progeny available.

The second recommendation the Beef Improvement Federation (1996) suggests is 

structured contemporary group formation. All progeny within a contemporary group should 

be bom within a 90-day period, and male calves must be castrated prior to 150 days of age. 

Contemporary groups should be further divided by sex and grouped according to birth date
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if  some go on feed as calves, and others are started on feed as yearlings. The desired 

m inim um  contemporary group size is 20 steer or heifer calves from both test- and reference- 

sires.. Progeny of sires within each contemporary group must include a birth date, sire 

registration, dam registration or identification, breed of dam, and age o f dam.

Finally, the BeefImprovement Federation (1996) establishes guidelines for finishing 

and slaughtering of animals. Cattle should be slaughtered when the test group averages .76 

cm. FT, or prior to 16 months of age, or a maximum of 591 kg. live weight, whichever 

occurs first. Tins corresponds to at least 90 days on feed for yearling cattle and 180 days on 

feed for calves. Two or more slaughter dates may be required depending on the weight 

ranges of cattle as they go on feed and the number of cattle involved. Contemporary 

groupings will include slaughter date, and therefore, each slaughter group must include both

test- and reference-sire progeny.
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CHAPTER 3

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Description of data

Since its beginning in 1968, the American Simmental Association (ASA) has 

encouraged members to collect and submit carcass information. However, limited amounts • 

of data exist. Reasons for this include the expense and difficulty of maintaining records on 

individual animals past weaning, the challenge of managing animals as contemporary groups 

through to slaughter^ and the sale of many animals at weaning. The expense of collecting 

adequate amounts of carcass information on progeny of a single sire represent added 

challenges for producers. In contrast, there are currently over two million weaning weight 

(WW) records in the ASA data set. Weaning weights are convenient and easy to measure 

and the ASA requires WW measurements in order to register cattle.

Carcass data

During the period of 1971 to August, 1998, carcass data on 13,157 Simmental and 

percentage Simmental calves were collected. Five carcass traits were evaluated in this study: 

carcass weight (CW), percent retail cuts (PRC), marbling score (MS), ribeye area (REA), 

and fat thickness (FT).

Certain edits were performed to eliminate records that did not conform to the type of 

data usable for sire evaluation. A total of 2,729 records were initially eliminated due to I) 

unknown breeder number, 2) management code, 3) birth code, and 4) genetic makeup of the
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calf. Breeder number is a component of the contemporary group definition and must be 

present to help ensure that animals were raised under the same management and 

environmental conditions. Data on calves that were managed differently prior to weaning 

(management code of 3 or 4) and data from multiple birth and embryo transfer calves (birth 

code o f 2 or greater) were removed because the maternal effects o f the dam could not be 

properly accounted for. In addition, non-Simmental calves were eliminated because they did 

not contribute any genetic information about Simmental sires contained in the data set (2 

records removed). Any record with a missing or invalid weaning weigh date, slaughter date, 

dam birth date, sire registration number, or dam registration number were omitted from the 

data set. Correct dates are necessary to calculate adjusted birth and WW and to ensure that 

contemporary groups are formed properly. Registration numbers were checked and verified 

because accurate identification of animals, and their sires and dams, are necessary for 

pedigree relationships to be correct. If slaughter age was not between 365 and 800 days, and 

if  dam age was not between 450 days and 17 years, then the record was removed. These 

records were removed to ensure that only young slaughter cattle were utilized in the 

evaluation and to ensure that errors were not present in the data set. The number of records 

for each variable with invalid or missing data are displayed in Table 30. Several records 

contained more than one variable with missing or invalid data.
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Table 30. The number of records for each variable with invalid or missing data

Variable Number o f records

Unknown breeder number 441

Percent Simmental of zero 2

Management code of three or four*1 588

Birth code of two or greater^ 480

Invalid or missing weaning weigh date 1,563

Invalid or missing slaughter date 41

Slaughter age less than 365 days 543

Slaughter age greater than 800 days 3

Missing dam birth date 92

Dam age less than 450 days 61

Dam age more than 17 years 10

Missing sire registration number 11

Missing dam registration number 13
a Management code: 3 =Without dam, bucket fed; 4=twin or foster dam.
b Birth code: 2=twin, same sex; 3=twin, opposite sex; 4=triplet; 6=embryo; 9=frozen
embryo.

Carcass trait values that were obvious errors or of extreme magnitude were excluded 

from the record (the record remained in the file). This certifies that an accurate assessment 

of an individual’s genetic merit can be obtained. Traits were required to be between zero and 

3.81 cm for FT, between 15 and 51 cm2 for REA, between 100 and 1000 units for MS, 

between 136 and 500 kg for CW, and between 40 and 60% for PRC. Additional edits 

eliminated 555 single-record contemporary groups and 13 records with invalid dam breed 

information. Pedigrees from single-record contemporary groups remained in the pedigree
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file, but the performance data did not contribute to the cattle evaluation. The resulting data 

set contained 9,860 records with at least one of five carcass traits measured and a minimum 

of two records in each contemporary group. The distribution of those records by calf sex are 

presented in Table 31. The data set contained more bulls than steers or heifers. This can 

mostly be explained by early data collection techniques. Undoubtably, several steers were 

initially designated as males, and were later labeled, as bulls in the data set.

Table 31. Number of progeny for each sex

Sex* Number of records

Bulls 5,015

Steers 3,416

Heifers 1,429

Total 9,860
a Sex at yearling.

The number of records for each carcass trait are presented in Table 32 for each sex. 

Also given are means for the carcass traits. Bulls averaged less FT, larger REA, heavier CW, 

higher PRC, and surprisingly higher MS than steers. However, heifers had a higher mean 

MS than bulls or steers. Also, a minimal average FT, large average REA, and the lightest 

average CW resulted in more desirable average PRC for heifers than bulls or steers.
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Table 32. Number of records and means6 for carcass traits by calf sex

Sexb
Marbling

score"

Fat
thickness,

cm

Ribeye
area,
cm2

Carcass
weight,

kg

Percent 
retail cuts, 

%

Number of records/mean

Bulls 3,388 1,213 1,226 5,010 4,969
5.98 0.74 36.65 358.82 51.48

Steers 2,398 832 835 3,416 3,390
4.85 0.34 35.10 347.93 50.95

Heifers 865 460 465 1,424 1,417
6.88 0.86 36.14 331.55 51.52

Total 6,651 2,505 2,526 9,850 9,776
5.69 0.79 36.04 351.10 51.30

a Raw mean. 
b Sex at yearling.
c Marbling score: l=devoid, 2=practically devoid, 3=traces, 4=slight, 5=small, 6=modest, 7=moderate, 
8=slightly abundant, 9=moderately abundant, 10=abundant.

Number of records and means for quality grade, maturity, and slaughter age by calf 

sex are presented in Table 33. Average quality grade for all sexes was high select, which is 

only slightly lower than industry desired grades for finishing cattle. Average slaughter ages 

for bulls and steers were essentially the same. However, heifers were fed longer, and 

consequently, had less desirable average maturity scores.
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Table 33. Number of records and means3 for quality grade, maturity, and slaughter age by
calf sex

Sexb Quality grade3 Maturityd
Slaughter age, 

days

Number of records/mean

Bulls 4,908 2,760 5,015
11.71 14.20 488.08

Steers 3,281 2,122 3,416
11.52 14.13 484.14

Heifers 1,323 268 1,429
11.68 13.29 508.44

Total 9,512 5,150 9,860
11.64 14.13 489.67

a Raw means. 
b Sex at yearling.
e Quality grade: 17=prime+, 16=prime, 15=prime-, 14=choice+, 13=choice, 12=choice-, 11 =Select+, 
10=select, 9=select-, 8=standard+, 7=standard, 6=standard-, S=Utility+, 4= utility, 3= utility-. 
li Maturity: IS=A-, 14=A, 13=A+, 12=B-, I I=B, IO=B+, 9=C-, 8=C, I=C+, 6=D-, 5=D, 4=D+, 3=E-, 2=E, 
I=E+.

There were 711 sires represented in the carcass data set, and the average number of 

records per sire was 13.9. Sires ranged from 66% Simmental to purebred Simmental. 

Twelve different breeds constituted the remaining genetic makeup of sires contained in the 

data set. There were 8,344 dams represented in the data set. Dams ranged from no 

percentage of Simmental to purebred Simmental. Thirty-seven different breeds comprised 

either the entire or remaining genetic makeup of dams found in the data set.

Although the concept of sire evaluation for carcass traits has been a popular topic for 

quite some time and especially recently, few producers are actually turning in usable data 

(only 88 over 27 years). In fact, only one producer turned in carcass measurements in 1992, 

for a total of eight records (Figure I). From about 1987 to 1998 there was a general increase
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in the number of producers collecting carcass data, but they submitted fewer records. Figure 

I shows the distribution o f data collected over time with the bulk of it coming during the 

1970's. The peak year is shown to be 1976 when 16 producers reported 1,240 usable carcass 

records on Simmental calves.

Figure I. Number of progeny and breeders submitting carcass data
1400 I

No. of Progeny (Y1) 
No. of Breeders (Y2)1200 -

800 -

400 -

1983 198
Slaughter Year

Weaning data

Weaning weight can be used in multiple-trait analyses to help correct for bias due to 

selection and to provide additional information through genetic correlations among carcass 

and growth traits. Weaning weight was used rather than birth weight due to the fact that 

several of the birth weights were standardized. Therefore, WW was determined to be a more 

accurate measurement. Yearling weight was not used because several records did not include

this measurement.
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Weaning weights on 231,327 animals were obtained from breeders which submitted 

carcass data. The WW dataset was edited the same as the carcass dataset. In addition, age 

at weaning was required to be between 159 and 250 days. Weaning data was then merged 

with the carcass data and narrowed down to include any record that had one or more 

contemporaries with carcass trait information. This resulted in 22,434 weaning records used 

in the analyses.

Weaning weights were preadjusted for founder effects (breed of calf and breed of 

dam by year), direct heterosis, maternal heterosis, age of dam, and age of calf (described 

later). In the data set, 13,460 bulls had a mean preadjusted WW of 274.9 kg, 3,872 steers 

had a mean preadjusted WW of 250.3 kg, and 5,102 heifers had a mean preadjusted WW of

253.4 kg.

Contemporary groups

To account for management and herd effects on performance, contemporary groups 

were identified. Carcass contemporary group was defined as animals with the following in 

common: I) breeder number, 2) herd code, 3) feed unit, 4) sex, and 5) slaughter date. 

Breeder number is the ASA member number, herd code is the standard form of identifying 

different herds owned by the same member, and feed unit is a code to designate animals that 

were fed differently from weaning to yearling. Weaning contemporary group was defined 

as animals with the following in common: I) breeder number, 2) herd code, 3) pasture unit, 

4) sex, 5) management code, and 6) weaning weigh date. Pasture unit is a code used to 

indicate animals that were raised in pastures with differing levels of nutrition and
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management code is used to indicate the type of nutritional management calves receive from 

birth to weaning. A Fortran computer program developed by Dr. Michael W. Tess (Animal 

and Range Sciences, Montana State University-Bozeman) was used to assign carcass and 

weaning contemporary group numbers and to identify contemporary groups with only one 

animal.

There were a total of 1,003 carcass contemporary groups resulting in an average of 

9.8 records per contemporary group. The average number of sires per carcass contemporary 

group was 1.4. The most progeny by one sire in a single carcass contemporary group was 

33. There were 785 weaning contemporary groups with an average of 31.5 records per 

contemporary group.

Pre-adjustment and grouping of traits

Carcass traits

Combining breed and heterotic effects into different groups was necessary since the 

Sim m ental data set contains animals representing over 60 breeds. A Fortran computer 

program developed by Dr. Michael W. Tess (Animal and Range Sciences, Montana State 

University-Bozeman) was used to calculate breed fractions and animal and dam breed 

heterozygosity. Tins program grouped records into 12 possible breed categories (Appendix 

A, Table 50). The 12 categories, which followed Cornell University procedures, were 

American, Angus, Brahman, British, CharoTais, Continental, Gelbvieh, Hereford, Limousin, 

Mixed, Milk, and Simmental (Bruce Cunningham and John Poliak, Personal 

Communication). The program also grouped records into 10 categories of direct and
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maternal heterotic effects according to Cornell University guidelines (Bruce Cumringham 

and Jolm Poliak, Personal Communication). The 10 categories corresponded to different 

combinations of Continental, British, Zebu, and Mixed (Appendix A, Table 50). After 

preliminary analyses, direct heterosis was integrated into a single category because the 

original groups were determined to be not different from one another. As outlined by Pollalc 

and Quaas (1998), performance was regressed on the fraction of the breed group represented 

in the genetic makeup of the animal and heterotic effects were accounted for by regressing 

performance on breed heterozygosity.

The variable number of measurements recorded for the different carcass traits made 

it necessary to partition the data into three groups. Table 34 displays the groups, the number 

of records, contemporary groups, and sires per group, and the appropriate slaughter end

points. Note that the groups build upon one another. For example, group 3 contains records 

that were also present in the first two groups.
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Table 34. Number of records, sires, contemporary groups, and slaughter end-points for
each carcass trait group

Group I Group 2 Group 3

Traits Carcass weight 
Percent retail cuts

Carcass weight 
Percent retail cuts 

Marbling score

Carcass weight 
Percent retail cuts 

Marbling score 
Ribeye area 

Fat thickness

Records 9,604 6,429 1,780

Sires 696 620 354

Contemporary groups 977 716 232

Slaughter end-point Age
Weight

Age
Weight

Age 
Weight 

Marbling 
Fat thickness

Weaning weight

As previously mentioned, WW were preadjusted for founder effects (breed of calf, 

breed of dam, and year), direct heterosis, maternal heterosis, age of dam, and age of calf. 

Weaning weight was preadjusted for age of calf at weaning using the following formula:

WWadj = (((AWW - BW)/WA) X 205) + BW, 

where WWildj is the adjusted 205-day WW, AWW is the actual WW, BW is the actual or 

assigned standard birth weight, and WA is the weaning age of the calf in days. Standard 

birth weights were used for those records with a birth weight that was missing or invalid 

(Appendix B, Table 51).

The Fortran computer program described earlier was used to adjust breed fractions 

and fractions of direct and maternal heterotic effects for the weaning records at each year
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(Appendix C, Tables 52 and 53 ). Breed categories remained the same (Appendix A, Table 

50). In addition, the program adjusted WW for age of dam. The program first calculated age 

o f dam adjustment factors (Appendix D, Tables 54 and 55) using equations developed at 

Cornell University during earlier evaluations. The researchers at Cornell University utilized 

the entire WW data set, whereas this project only encompassed a subset of the data (Bruce 

Cunningham and John Poliak, Personal Communication). The formula for the adjustment 

factors was:

A O D a d j  =  B, +  (B, X X) +  (B, X % 2 ) +  (B; X % 3 ) +  (B, X % 4 ) ,

where AODadj is the adjusted WW for age of dam, B0 is the intercept, Bi (I = 1,2,3,4) are 

regression coefficients, and X is the age of dam in days. The equations were dependent upon 

sex and percent Simmental of the progeny.

Next, dams were grouped into seven breed categories: Angus, British, Continental, 

Hereford, Mixed, Simmental, and Zebu (Appendix A, Table 50). Finally, WW was adjusted 

by breed composition of the dam.

Statistical analysis

Variance components and breeding values were estimated using the animal model 

with MTDFREML procedures (Boldman et ah, 1995). The intent was to obtain unbiased 

estimates of heritabilities for carcass traits and genetic and phenotypic correlations among 

carcass traits. As previously mentioned, WW was included in the analyses to help correct 

for bias due to selection and to provide additional information through genetic correlations 

among carcass traits and WW. Carcass traits were analyzed initially in single-trait analyses
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to obtain starting values for the two-trait analyses, which included one carcass trait and WW. 

The two-trait analyses provided heritabilities for carcass traits. The three-trait analyses 

included two carcass traits and WW and was necessary to acquire genetic and phenotypic 

correlations among carcass traits. Secondary products of the two- and three-trait analyses 

included heritabilities for WW and genetic and phenotypic correlations between carcass traits 

and WW.

The single-trait model for analysis of carcass traits included the additive direct

genetic effect of animal and the fixed effect of carcass contemporary group. Linear

regressions of the carcass trait on the fraction of the 10 breed groups (American, Angus,

British, Charolais, Continental, Gelbvieh, Hereford, Limousin, Mixed, and Milk), breed

heterozygosity, and slaughter end-point (age, weight, marbling, or FT) were fit as covariates.

\

The Bralunan breed group was integrated^ into the Mixed category because of the small 

number of animals contained in this group and the breed group for Simmental was omitted 

so that the fractional contribution of breed group was expressed as a deviation from 

Simmental.

In matrix notation the single-trait model equation for analyses of carcass traits can 

be expressed as follows: 

y = X(3 + Zu + e

where y is the vector of carcass trait observations, P is the vector of unknown fixed effects, 

and u is the vector of direct genetic effects with associated incidence matrices X and Z, 

respectively, and e is a vector of random residual effects. The mean vector is E(y) = Xp and
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'A o -J  O '
V =

where A is the numerator relationship matrix among animals, I  is the appropriate identity

matrix, and O211 and O20 are variances due to direct genetic and residual effects, respectively.

The two-trait model included the components of the single-trait model for analyses 

of carcass traits and for WW included the additive direct genetic effect of animal, maternal- 

genetic effect of the dam, maternal permanent environment effect and the fixed effect of 

weaning contemporary group. The model was:

X]p i + Ziiij

X  2(3 2 + Z 2U2 + W m  + Pd
+

where: J 1 represents the vector of the carcass trait observations, P1 is the vector of unknown 

fixed effects, and U1 is the vector of direct genetic effects with associated matrices X 1 and 

Z 1, respectively, and C1 is a vector of random residual effects; y2 represents the vector o f the 

WW observations, P2 is the vector of unknown fixed effects, U2 is the vector of direct genetic 

effects, m is the vector of maternal genetic effects, d is the vector of maternal permanent 

environment, effects with associated incidence matrices X2 Z2, W, and P respectively, and 

e2 is a vector of random residual effects. Expectations of y, are X 1P1 and the variance

covariance structure of random effects were assumed to be:
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where A is the numerator relationship matrix among animals; I are identity matrices; and 

O 2ul, O2u2, O2lil, O2el, O2e2, are variances due to direct genetic for trait one, direct genetic for 

trait two, maternal genetic for trait two, maternal permanent environment for trait two, and 

residual effects for both traits, respectively, with corresponding covariances.

The three-trait model was an extension of the two-trait model and included two 

carcass traits and WW. In matrix notation the three-trait model can be expressed as follows:

( y ,  I X i P i  + Z i U i ' e /

y 2
= X 2 p 2 + Z 2U2 + e 2

< y 3  y X 1P 3 + Z 3U3 + Wm + Pd , < C 3 y

where y, and y2 represent vectors of the carcass trait observations and y3 represents the 

vector of the WW observations (previously described in the two-trait model). Expectations 

of Yi are X iPi and the variance covariance structure of random effects were assumed to be:

' A o - ^
\

U 2 A o r UhU2 A 0 - 2 ,

U3 A  c r UhU 3 A O -U2lU 3 A o i 3

111 A o -Ul , m A o -U2lll, A o -U3iHl A  O ' 2

d O O O O I o -2U

e, O O O O O I c r e2

e 2 O O O O 0 I C J C2

< e 3 . v O O O O O I o -Ch C3 I O c 2lC2 I o - C J >
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A pedigree file obtained from the ASA was used to compute the inverse of the 

numerator relationship matrix (A"1). The file contained 52,532 animal, sire, and dam 

identification numbers.

All runs (single-trait and multiple-trait) were carried out to nine decimal places for 

the convergence algorithm. Three repetitions were run for each single- and multiple-trait 

model to insure that a global maximum of the log likelihood function was found.

Pearson product-moment correlations and Spearman rank correlations (SAS, 1988) 

were computed among breeding value estimates for the same trait at different slaughter end

points. Correlations were calculated to measure the closeness of the relationship between 

carcass trait breeding values at different slaughter end-points. A correlation approaching 

•positive one would indicate that sire breeding values remained consistent across slaughter 

end-points. However, a correlation approaching negative one would establish that sire 

breeding values completely re-rank when adjusted from one slaughter end-point to another. 

Finally, a correlation of zero would signify that sire breeding values re-rank randomly at 

different slaughter end-points.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Presentation of findings from this study will be divided into three main sections: I) 

comparisons between single- and multiple-trait models, 2) estimates of genetic and 

phenotypic parameters for carcass traits at different slaughter end-points, and 3) effects of 

slaughter end-points on relationships among breeding values.

Model comparison

Although not a prior objective, it was of interest to compare heritability estimates 

between the single- and multiple-trait models utilized in the analyses. Woodward (1990) 

reviewed several studies that compared genetic parameter estimates obtained from the same 

data using single- and multiple-trait models and found that estimates differed in some 

instances. Ensuing research by Woodward (1990) indicated that only slight differences in 

parameter estimates were observed when single- and multiple-trait models were compared.

Heritabilities from the single-trait model (carcass traits and weaning weight (WW) 

separately) and the multiple-trait model (carcass traits with WW) are presented in Table 35 

at an age-constant basis. Comparisons between the single- and multiple-trait model were 

made at an age-constant basis.
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Table 35. Heritabilities from the single-trait model and the multiple trait model
(age-constant)

Trait Heritability estimate

Single-trait model Multiple-trait model

Ribeye area .23 .26

Fat thickness .08 .10

Marbling score .35 .36

Percent retail cuts .24 .25

Carcass weight .25 .34

Weaning weight (direct) .15 .16

Weaning weight (maternal) .08 .09

Estimates of heritabilities were very similar for the two models. The largest change 

was for carcass weight (CW), which had a heritability of .25 in the single trait analysis. The 

estimate increased to .34 when a multiple-trait model was used. Phenotypic variances for 

CW from the single- and the multiple-trait model were estimated to be 761.9 and 828.6, 

respectively.

With the exception of CW, if selection for WW had occurred, we would not have 

expected to get similar estimates for the two models. Therefore, these results indicated that 

the sample of records for measures of percent retail cuts (PRC), marbling score (MS), ribeye 

area (REA), and fat thickness (FT) appeared to be random with respect to WW.

Genetic and phenotypic parameters

Parameters presented in this chapter include estimates of phenotypic variances.
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heritabiliti.es, and genetic and phenotypic correlations for CW, PRC, MS, REA, FT and WW 

at age-, weight-, marbling-, and FT-constant end-points. For estimation of variance 

components between two carcass traits (three-trait analyses), a considerable number of 

computations were required. Therefore, it was necessary to hold WW (co)variances constant 

in order to reach final convergence in a reasonable and practical time period. Also, to ensure 

that convergence criterion was met, starting values for WW from the smallest data set were 

used.

Caution should be taken when interpreting the effect of slaughter end-point on 

carcass trait parameter estimates. Results may have been dependent on the number of 

records available for each trait. For example, 9,604 measures of CW and 1,780 measures of 

REA were utilized for the analyses.

Results and discussion will mainly focus on carcass traits because they were of 

primary interest in this study. However, relationships between carcass traits and direct WW 

will be discussed for each slaughter end-point. Relationships between carcass traits and 

maternal WW are summarized in Appendix E (Table 56). The heritability estimate for direct 

WW calculated in this study was low, but well within the range of estimates given in reviews 

by Woldehawariat et al. (1977) and Roots et al. (1994a).

Phenotypic variances

To allow readers to calculate all (co)variances, phenotypic variances at an age-, 

weight-, marbling- and FT-constant basis are summarized in Tables 36, 37, 38, and 39 

respectively. Comparisons of these results to published results will be accomplished by way
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of corresponding heritabilities and genetic and phenotypic correlations because most 

researchers have reported those values rather than variance estimates.

Table 36. Phenotypic variances (age-constant) from the multiple-trait model

Trait Groupa Total variance Weaning weight variance (kg)2

Ribeye area, (cm2)2 3 61.56 672.2

Fat thickness, (cm)2 3 0.0768 6712

Marbling score, (units)2 2 6,154 721.8

Percent retail cuts, (%)2 I 1836 7318

Carcass weight, (kg)2 I 828.6 736.6
a Group I = 9,604 records; Group 2 = 6,429 records; Group 3 = 1,780 records.

Table 37. Phenotypic variances (weight-constant) from the multiple-trait model

Trait Groupa Total variance Weaning weight variance (kg)2

Ribeye area, (cm2)2 3 50.61 6710

Fat thickness, (cm)2 3 0.0755 6712

Marbling score, (units)" 2 6,105 721.6

Percent retail cuts, (%)2 I 1.738 730.4
a Group I = 9,604 records; Group 2 = 6,429 records; Group 3 = 1,780 records.

Table 38. Phenotypic variances (marbling-constant) from the multiple-trait model

Trait Group3 Total variance Weaning weight variance (kg)2

Ribeye area, (cm ) 3 62.10 672.6

Fat thickness, (cm)2 3 0.0735 673.2

Percent retail cuts, (%)2 I 1.705 722.0

Carcass weight, (kg)2
a _____  , n  J . .

I 8318 725.9
‘‘Group I = 9,604 records; Group 2 = 6,429 records; Group 3 = 1,780 records.
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Table 39. Phenotypic variances (fat thickness-constant) from the multiple-trait model

Trait Groupa Total variance Weaning weight variance (kg)2

Ribeye area, (cm2)2 3 61.52 672.8

Marbling score, (units)2 2 4,336 673.2

Percent retail cuts, (0Zo)2 I 0.7641 673.2

Carcass weight, (kg)2 I 871.1 676.3
a Group I = 9,604 records; Group 2 = 6,429 records; Group 3 = 1,780 records.

Carcass trait variances remained relatively stable across an age-, weight-, and 

marbling-constant basis. However, at a FT slaughter end-point smaller amounts of variation 

were observed for MS, PRC, and CW. Likewise, WW variances were smaller, but remained 

consistent at a FT-constant basis.

Heritabilities fage-constant)

Heritabilities at an age-constant basis are presented in Table 40. Carcass trait 

heritability estimates from Simmental field records were generally smaller than average age- 

constant estimates reported in the literature (Table 3).

The heritability estimate for REA was .26, which was in agreement with Shelby et 

al. ( 1963), Dinlcel and Busch (1973), Koch (1978), Lamb et al. (1990), Wilson et al. (1993), 

and Gregory et al. (1995a). However, larger (Cundiff et al., 1964; Dunn et al.,' 1970; Cundiff 

et ah, 1971; Koch et ah, 1982; Van Vleck et ah, 1993; Veseth et ah, 1993; Wheeler et ah, 

1996) and smaller (Dunn et ah, 1970; Reynolds et a h ,1991) literature estimates have been 

reported. The American Angus Association (1998), International Brangus Breeders (1997), 

American Gelbvieh Association (1998), and Red Angus Association of America (1998)
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reported KEA heritabiliti.es that were in close agreement. Estimates reported by the North 

American Limousin Foundation (1998) and the American Salers Association (1998) were 

slightly higher in magnitude.

The heritability estimate for FT at an age-constant basis was . 10, which was smaller 

than the average literature estimate of .51 reported by several researchers (Cundiff et ah, 

1964; Drum et al., 1970; Cundiff et al., 1971; Dinlcel and Busch, 1973; Koch et ah, 1982; 

Lamb et al., 1990; MacNeil et al., 1991; Wilson et al., 1993; Gregory et al., 1994c; Gregory 

et al., 1995a; Wheeler et al., 1996). Likewise, breed associations (American Angus 

Association, 1998; American Gelbvieh Association, 1998; North American Limousin 

Foundation, 1998; Red Angus Association of America, 1998; American Salers Association, 

1998) reported FT heritabilities that were larger and ranged Lom .20 to .48.

The heritability estimate for MS was .36 which was in reasonable agreement with 

several studies (Cundiff et al., 1971; Dinlcel and Busch, 1973; Koch, 1978; Koch et al., 1982; 

Lamb et al., 1990; Veseth et al., 1993; Barldiouse et al., 1996 ) and in disagreement with 

others (Dunn et al., 1970; Van Vleck et al., 1992; Wilson et al., 1993; Gregory et al., 1994c; 

Shackelford et al., 1994; Gregory et al., 1995a; Wheeler et a l , 1996). In a study utilizing 

Simmental field data from 1971 to 1988, Woodward et al. (1992) reported a heritability of 

.23 for MS. The heritability for MS in the present study was in close agreement with most 

breed association estimates (American Angus Association, 1998; American Gelbvieh 

Association, 1998; Red Angus Association of America, 1998; American Salers Association, 

1998). However, the North American Limousin Foundation (1998) reported a MS 

heritability estimate of .51.
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The heritability estimate of .25 for PRC was similar to that found by Lamb et al. 

(1990) and Cimdiff et al. (1971) for cutability, while the estimate reported by Koch et al. 

(1982) for retail product percentage was higher. Woodward et al. (1992) reported a 

heritability of .18 for cutability using Simmental field data. The American Angus 

Association (1998) reported a heritability of .24 for percent retail product.

In this study, the heritability estimate for CW at an age-constant basis was .34. In 

accordance, previous studies (O’Ferral et al., 1989; Lamb et al., 1990; Reynolds et al., 1991; 

Veseth et al., 1993; Wilson et ah, 1993; Gregory et al., 1995a ) have found CW to be 

moderately heritable. In contrast, Shelby et al. (1963), Cundiff et al. (1971), Koch (1978), 

and MacNeil et al. (1984) found CW to be highly heritable and Wheeler et al. (1996) found 

it to be lowly heritable. Estimates for CW heritabilities ranged from .29 to .59 for breed 

associations (American Angus Association, 1998; American Gelbvieh Association, 1998; 

North American Limousin Foundation, 1998; Red Angus Association of America, 1998; 

American Salers Association, 1998).

Several key differences existed between the analyses utilized in the current study and 

the analyses implemented in previous sire evaluations conducted by the American Simmental 

Association (ASA, 1998). The evaluation administered by the American Simmental 

Association featured a multiple-trait sire model and did not include WW as a correlated trait. 

In addition, the American Simmental Association evaluated three carcass traits in their 

analyses, whereas this study calculated genetic and phenotypic parameters for five traits. 

Despite these differences, heritabilities estimated by the American Simmental Association 

(1998) for MS (.35), PRC (.26), and CW (.34) were in strong agreement with the current
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findings of .34, .25, and .34 for MS, PRC, and CW, respectively.

Table 40. Heritabilities, genetic, and phenotypic correlations (age-constant) from the
multiple-trait model"

Trait I 2 3 4 5 6

I . Ribeye area .26 -.10 .02 .59 .39 .18

2. Fat thickness -.06 .10 .11 -.67 .14 .03

3. Marbling score .46 .17 .36 -.16 .09 .04

4. Percent retail cuts .75 -.29 .01 .25 -.23 -.12

5. Carcass weight .49 -.37 .30 -.21 .34 .54

6. Weaning weight .42 -.44 .22 -.15 .69 .16
a Heritabilities are on the diagonal, genetic correlations are below, and phenotypic correlations are above the 
diagonal.

Genetic and phenotypic correlations (age-constant)

Estimated genetic and phenotypic correlations for Simmental field data at an age- 

constant basis are also presented in Table 40. Correlation estimates were in general 

agreement with the literature. However, because o f the large standard errors generally 

associated with genetic correlations, inconsistencies between studies were anticipated.

The genetic correlation between REA and FT was slightly negative (-.06). This was 

in agreement with Lamb et al. (1990), Wilson et al. (1993), and Gregory et al. (1995a). 

However, Dunn et al. (1970), Dinkel and Busch (1973), Koch et al. (1982), and Wheeler et 

al. (1996) found stronger negative relationships between REA and FT. Cundiff et al. (1964) 

and Koch (1978) found the genetic correlation between FT and REA at an age-constant basis 

to be low, but positive. The American Angus Association (1998) and North American
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Limousin Foundation (1998) reported genetic correlations of -.13 and .01 between REA and 

FT, respectively. The phenotypic correlation between REA and FT was -.10, and was in 

substantial agreement with several researchers (Cundiff et ah, 1964; Dunn et al. 1970; Koch 

1978; Koch et al. 1982; Wilson et al. 1993; Gregory et al. 1995a; Wheeler et al. 1996). In 

disagreement, Dinlcel and Busch (1973) and Lamb et al. (1990) found the phenotypic 

correlation between REA and FT to be -.28 and .04, respectively. The present phenotypic 

correlation between REA and FT was identical to that reported by the American Angus 

Association (1998).

The genetic correlation between REA and MS was estimated to be .46. In the 

majority of past studies (Dunn et al., 1970; Dinlcel and Busch, 1973; Koch, 1978; Koch et 

al., 1982; Van Vleck et al., 1992; Wilson et al., 1993; Gregory et al., 1995a; Wheeler et al., 

1996) the genetic correlation between REA and MS has been negative. However, Lamb et 

al. (1990) and Veseth et al. (1993) determined the genetic correlation to be highly positive 

at an age-constant basis. The American Angus Association (1998) and North American 

Limousin Foundation (1998) reported the genetic relationship between REA and MS to be 

-.08 and .09, respectively. The phenotypic correlation between REA and MS was found to 

be positive, but small in magnitude (.02). The majority of previously published findings 

were near the present estimate (Dunn et al., 1970; Dinlcel and Busch, 1973; Koch, 1978; 

Koch et al., 1982; Van Vleck et al., 1992; Wilson et al., 1993; Gregory et al., 1995a; Wheeler 

et al., 1996). However, Lamb et al. (1990) and Veseth et al. (1993) reported estimates of .19 

and .16, respectively. The American Angus Association (1998) indicated that the phenotypic 

correlation between REA and MS was slightly negative.
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Previous estimates for the genetic correlation between REA and CW at an age- 

constant basis ranged from .02 to .80 (Shelby et al., 1963; Cundiff et ah, 1971; Koch 1978; 

Lamb et al., 1990; Veseth et al., 1993; Wilson et al., 1993; Gregory et al., 1995a; Wheeler 

et ah, 1996) and were in reasonable agreement with the present finding of .49. Breed 

associations have found the genetic correlation to be higher (American Angus Association, 

1998; American Gelbvieh Association, 1998; North American Limousin Foundation, 1998; 

Red Angus Association of America, 1998). Phenotypically, REA was moderately related to 

CW (.39) in this study. Previous estimates ranged from .37 to .58 (Shelby et ah, 1963; 

Cundiff et ah, 1971; Koch 1978; Lamb et ah, 1990; Veseth et ah, 1993; Wilson et ah, 1993; 

Gregory et ah, 1995a; Wheeler et ah, 1996). In complete agreement, the American Angus 

Association (1998) found the phenotypic relationship between REA and CW to be .39.

The genetic correlation between FT and MS was low and positive (.17) at an age- 

constant basis. Other researchers have found the association to be high and positive (Dunn 

■et ah, 1970; Koch, 1978; Lamb et ah, 1990; Gregory et ah, 1995a), moderate and positive 

(Dinkel and Busch, 1973; Koch et ah, 1982; Gregory et ah, 1994c), low and positive 

(Wheeler et ah, 1996), or low and negative (Wilson et ah, 1993). The American Angus 

Association (1998) and North American Limousin Foundation (1998) reported no association 

between FT and MS, and the American Gelbvieh Association reported a moderate 

relationship between FT and MS at an age-constant basis. The present phenotypic 

correlation between FT and MS at an age-constant basis was .11 and was in good agreement 

with a range of previous estimates: Durm et ah (1970), .32; Dinlcel and Busch (1973), .09; 

Koch (1978), .25; Koch et al. (1982), .24; Lamb et al. (1990), .38; Wilson et al. (1993), .12;
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Gregory et al. (1994c), .24; Gregory et al. (1995a), .25; and Wheeler et al. (1996), .14. 

Furthermore, the present phenotypic correlation between FT and MS was similar to that 

documented by the American Angus Association (1998).

There is ample evidence indicating the genetic correlation between FT and CW is 

positive in British cattle at an age-constant basis (Cundiff et al., 1971; Koch, 1978; Lamb et 

al., 1990; Wilson et al., 1993; Gregory et al., 1995a; Wheeler et al., 1996). The American 

Angus Association (1998) and Red Angus Association of America (1998) also reported 

positive relationships between FT and CW. Therefore, the negative association between FT 

and CW observed in this study was unexpected. Dissimilarities in genetic correlation 

estimates between the current study and corresponding literature may have been due to 

characteristic differences in British and Continental cattle. In closer agreement with the 

current study, a -.01 genetic correlation was reported by the North American Limousin 

Foundation (1998). The phenotypic correlation estimated in this study (.14) was more 

consistent with corresponding literature and breed association estimates (Cundiff et al., 1971; 

Koch, 1978; Lamb et al., 1990; Wilson et al., 1993; Gregory et al., 1995a; Wheeler et al., 

1996; American Angus Association, 1998).

Ribeye area, FT, and CW are important traits used by the USDA to estimate cutability 

(PRC), Le., percentage of boneless, trimmed retail cuts horn the round, loin, rib, and chuck 

(USDA, 1997). Genetic (.75) and phenotypic (.59) correlations of REA with PRC were high 

and positive, indicating that REA could be equally useful for predicting retail yield. In 

accordance, Koch et al. (1982) found positive genetic (.53) and phenotypic (.27) associations 

between REA and retail product percentage when adjusted to an age-constant end-point. The

89
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American Angus Association (1998) found genetic and phenotypic correlations between 

REA and percent retail product to be .56 and .54, respectively. Fat thickness and CW were 

negatively related genetically and phenotypically to PRC and were similar to previous 

findings in the literature (Cundiff et ah, 1971; Koch et ah, 1982; Lamb et ah, 1990; American 

Angus Association, 1998).

Percent retail cuts had no genetic association with MS (.01) in this study. The 

phenotypic correlation between PRC and MS was found to be -.16. Cundiff et al. (1971), 

Koch et al. (1982), Lamb et al. (1990), and Woodward et al. (1992) found small to moderate 

negative genetic correlations between eutability or retail product percentage and MS. 

Phenotypic correlations of .00, -.37, -.21, -.15 were found by Cundiff et al. (1971), Koch et 

al. (1982), Lamb et al. (1990), and Woodward et al. (1992). The genetic and phenotypic 

correlation between PRC and MS in this study was in agreement with the American Angus 

Association (1998).

Previous estimates for the genetic correlation between MS and CW have been quite 

variable, ranging from moderately negative to highly positive (Cundiff et ah, 1971; Koch, 

1978; Lamb et ah, 1990; Veseth et ah, 1993; Wilson et ah, 1993; Gregory et ah, 1995a; 

Wheeler et ah, 1996). Cundiff et ah (1971), Veseth et ah (1993), and Gregory et ah (1995a) 

were in general agreement with the genetic correlation, of .30 found using these data. 

Previous estimates for the phenotypic correlation between MS and CW have been more 

consistent and were in close agreement with the present finding of .09 (Cundiff et ah, 1971; 

Koch, 1978; Lamb et ah, 1990; Veseth et ah, 1993; Wilson et ah, 1993; Gregory et ah, 

1995a; Wheeler et ah, 1996). The American Angus Association (1998) and North American
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Limousin Foundation (1998) reported genetic correlations between MS and CW at an age- 

constant basis to be -.07 and .00, respectively. The phenotypic correlation between MS and 

CW estimated from these data was in exact agreement with the American Angus Association

(1998).

Genetic relationships between WW and REA (.42), WW and FT (-.44), WW and MS 

(.22), and WW and CW (.69) suggest that selecting for heavier WW would result in leaner, 

heavier carcasses with more marbling and larger REA. A review by Marshall (1994) 

presented similar average genetic correlations for WW and REA, WW and MS, and WW and 

CW at an age-constant basis. However, the average genetic correlation between WW and 

FT was found to be positive (Marshall, 1994). In agreement with the current study, Koots 

et al. (1994b) summarized the genetic correlations between WW and REA and WW and CW 

and found them to be positive. However, average genetic correlations between WW and FT 

and between WW and MS were found to be negative for both trait combinations (Koots et 

al., 1994b). The International Brangus Breeders (1997), American Gelbvieh Association 

(1998), and North American Limousin Foundation (1998) reported genetic relationships 

between WW and REA and between WW and CW that were in agreement with the present 

study. Slightly negative WW and FT and WW and MS genetic associations were estimated 

by the American Gelbvieh Association (1998), and North American Limousin Foundation 

(1998). In the current study, an antagonistic genetic relationship existed between WW and 

PRC (-.15) at an age-constant end-point. A similar average genetic correlation was reported 

by Marshall (1994). The phenotypic correlations between WW and carcass traits were closer 

to zero than corresponding genetic correlations and were in general agreement with published
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reviews (Koots et al., 1994b; Marshall 1994). No phenotypic correlations between WW and 

carcass traits were reported by U.S. Breed Associations.

Using much of the same data but different methods, the American Simmental 

Association (1998) estimated correlations among carcass traits that were in variable 

agreement with those estimated at an age-constant basis in the present study. In this study, 

moderately negative correlations were obtained between CW and PRC. In contrast, the 

American Simmental Association (1998) found no genetic or phenotypic association between 

CW and PRC. However, genetic and phenotypic correlations between PRC and MS 

estimated by the American Simmental Association (1998) were similar to estimates found 

in the current study. The genetic correlation between MS and CW at an age-constant basis 

in the current study was determined to be .30. The American Simmental Association (1998) 

reported the association to be .07. The phenotypic correlation between MS and CW 

estimated from these data was in exact agreement with the American Simmental Association 

(1998).

Heritabilities ('weight-constant!

Heritabilities at a weight-constant basis are presented in Table 41. Carcass trait 

heritability estimates from Simmental field records were the same or smaller than average 

weight-constant estimates reported in the literature.

Weight-constant heritabilities of .22 and .14 were obtained for REA and FT, 

respectively. These estimates tended to be smaller than those published in the literature 

(Cundiff et ah, 1971; Wilson et ah, 1976; Arnold et al., 1991). The heritability of REA was
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lower when weight was held constant (.22) than when age was held constant (.26). However, 

the heritability for FT at a weight-constant basis was of greater magnitude than that estimated 

during the age-constant analysis.

The heritability estimate for MS at a weight-constant basis was .34. This agreed quite 

favorably with estimates of .33, .33, and .35 by Cundiff et al. (1971), Wilson et al. (1976), 

and Arnold et al. (1991), respectively. The MS heritability did not change when adjusted 

from an age- to a weight-constant basis.

Percent retail cuts yielded a heritability estimate of .25. Higher estimates, .35 and 

.44, were calculated by Cundiff et al. (1971) and Wilson et al. (1976), respectively for 

cutability. The heritability for PRC at a weight-constant basis was identical when age was 

held constant.

There were no extreme differences between heritabilities for carcass traits based on 

age and weight covariates. These findings were in agreement with those of Cundiff et al. 

(1971) and Veseth et al. (1993).
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Table 41. Heritabilities, genetic, and phenotypic correlations (weight-constant) from the
multiple-trait model"

Trait I 2 3 4 5 6

I . Ribeye area .22 -.19 -.03 .81 — -.02

2. Fat thickness -.03 .14 .11 -.69 — O CT\

3. Marbling score .26 .18 .34 O — .00

4. Percent retail cuts .75 -.53 .05 .25 — .01

5. Carcass weight — — — — — —

6. Weaning weight .19 -.53 .17 .05 — .16
a Heritabilities are on the diagonal, genetic correlations are below and phenotypic correlations are above 
the diagonal.

Genetic and phenotypic correlations (weight constant)

Estimated genetic and phenotypic correlations for Simmental field data at a weight- 

constant basis are also presented in Table 41. Correlation estimates at a weight-constant 

basis from the present study were in variable agreement with corresponding correlations in 

the literature.

Ribeye area at a constant weight appeared to have a positive genetic association with 

MS in Simmental field data. Negative genetic relationships o f -.38 and -.01 were found by 

Wilson et al. (1976) and Arnold et al. (1992). At the phenotypic level, REA had no 

association with MS (-.03). Wilson et al. (1976) estimated the phenotypic correlation for 

REA and MS at a constant-weight to be -.15. The present finding suggested that in the 

Simmental population it is possible to select for desirable levels of marbling without 

sacrificing REA. There was a slight negative (-.03) genetic correlation and a low negative 

(-.19) phenotypic correlation found between REA and FT. Larger negative genetic and
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phenotypic correlations were found in the literature (Wilson et al.,. 1976; Arnold et ah, 1992). 

Small end-point differences for the genetic correlation between REA and MS were detected. 

However, no differences due to end-point were discovered for the phenotypic correlation 

between REA and MS or for the genetic and phenotypic correlation between REA and FT 

when the analysis was changed from an age- to a weight-constant basis.

The estimated genetic correlation between FT and MS was .18. This estimate 

compares quite favorably with the .19 reported by Arnold et al. (1992), but is somewhat 

lower than the .37 calculated by Wilson et al. (1976). The phenotypic correlation between 

FT and MS at a weight-constant basis was T l. This was similar to the estimate obtained by 

Wilson et al. (1976). The genetic and phenotypic correlations between FT and MS at a 

weight-constant basis were of similar magnitude as when the age adjusted analysis was 

conducted.

Percent retail cuts was genetically related to REA (.75), negatively correlated with. 

FT (-.53), and essentially unrelated to MS (.05). Wilson et al. (1976) found that percent 

cutability exhibited genetic correlations of .87, -.95, and -.20 with REA, FT, and MS, 

respectively. Phenotypic correlations were of similar magnitude as genetic associations in 

the current study and were in close agreement with Wilson et al. (1976). Genetic and 

phenotypic correlations between PRC and REA and PRC and MS were similar for an age- 

or weight-constant analysis. In contrast, a larger genetic relationship for PRC and FT 

occurred when the data was adjusted to a weight-constant, rather than an age-constant basis. 

However, the phenotypic correlation for PRC and FT was equivalent at an age- and weight-

constant basis.
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Although WW was positively correlated genetically with REA (.19) and MS (.17), 

phenotypic correlations were less consistent. Weaning weight had no phenotypic association 

with REA (-.02) or MS (.00) at a weight-constant basis. Arnold et al. (1992) obtained 

positive genetic correlations between WW and REA and Wilson et al. (1976) reported 

genetic and phenotypic correlations of -.39 and .05 between WW and REA. Wilson et al. 

(1976) also indicated that genetic and phenotypic antagonisms existed between WW and MS. 

Arnold et al. (1992) reported a -.01 genetic correlation between WW and MS. Correlations 

between REA and WW were lower when weight was held constant (.19) than when age was 

held constant (.42). However, WW and MS remained consistent across weight and age end

points.

Weaning weight was negatively related genetically (-.53) and phenotypically (-.06) 

with FT. These correlations were in general agreement with those reported by Wilson et al. 

(1976) and Arnold et al. (1992). The negative relationship between FT and WW could be 

related to maturing rate. Animals that are heavier at weaning may mature slower and 

consequently could have increased amounts of lean muscle tissue relative to external fat. 

Correlation estimates between WW and FT from the constant-weight analysis were similar 

when age was held constant.

Genetic and phenotypic correlations between WW and PRC were slightly positive 

in the current study. These findings appear to be in disagreement with the report by Wilson 

et al. (1976), who found a -.19 genetic and .19 phenotypic correlation between WW and 

cutability. The weight-constant analysis resulted in positive correlations between WW and 

PRC, while the age-constant analysis resulted in negative correlations.
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Heritabilities (marbling-constant)

Heritabilities for a marbling-constant basis are presented in Table 42. There is a lack 

o f research in the literature for carcass trait heritabilities adjusted to a marbling-constant 

basis.

When adjusted to a marbling-constant end-point, heritabilities were .28, .10, .25, and 

.33 for REA, FT, PRC, and CW, respectively. The heritabilities for REA and FT were lower 

than those found by Brackelsberg et al. (1971). Brackelsberg et al. (1971) estimated genetic 

parameters for carcass traits using purebred Herford and Angus steers that were slaughtered 

when they reached a desired quality grade (estimated live). Heritability estimates for PRC 

and CW at a marbling-constant basis were not found in the literature.

The heritability of REA was slightly larger when marbling was held constant (.28) 

than when age or weight was held constant (.26 and .22, respectively). The estimated. 

heritability of FT adjusted for marbling was the same as the heritability of FT found at an 

age-constant basis. However, the heritability of FT, adjusted to a marbling end-point was 

smaller in magnitude than when FT was adjusted to a weight-constant basis. The heritability 

o f PRC remained consistent across an age, weight, and marbling end-point and the 

heritability of CW remained consistent across an age or marbling end-point.
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Table 42. Heritabilities, genetic, and phenotypic correlations (marbling-constant) from
the multiple-trait model3

Trait I 2 3 4 5 6

I . Ribeye area .28 -.10 — .62 .43 .17

2. Fat thickness -.03 .10 — -.67 .14 .02

3. Marbling score — — — — — —

4. Percent retail cuts .71 -.40 — .25 -.22 -.10

5. Carcass weight .58 -.37 — -.18 .33 .50

6. Weaning weight .41 -.45 — -.07 .65 .16
a Heritabilities are on the diagonal, genetic correlations are below and phenotypic correlations are above
the diagonal.

Genetic and phenotypic correlations (marbling-constant)

Correlations at a marbling-constant basis are also presented in Table 42. Limited 

numbers of correlations existed in the literature at a marbling end-point.

Brackelsberg et al. (1971) suggested a negative association between REA and FT at 

a marbling-constant basis. This finding appeared to be in agreement with the negative 

genetic (-.03) and phenotypic (-.10) correlations reported between REA and FT in the present 

study.

Significant genetic and phenotypic correlations of REA with PRC (.71 and .62, 

respectively) and with CW (.58 and .43, respectively) were obtained in the current study. 

Results from this study indicated that selection for increased PRC at a constant marbling end

point should result in slaughter cattle that produce leaner, lighter weight carcasses. 

Genetically, FT and CW were negatively correlated to each other. However, phenotypically 

FT and CW were positively related. Correlation estimates involving PRC and CW at a
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marbling-constant basis were not found in the literature.

Negative genetic and positive phenotypic correlations were estimated for WW and 

FT. Also, in this study, WW was positively associated with REA. This indicated that 

genetic aspects of increased WW led to accelerated lean growth relative to fat. In contrast, 

environmental aspects of increased WW, seemed to result in relatively more fat deposition. 

Relatively weak negative genetic and phenotypic correlations were observed between WW 

and PRC. Finally, genetic and phenotypic correlations between WW and CW were found 

to be high and positive.

Differences among correlations due to slaughter end-point were generally not 

distinguished. However, genetic and phenotypic correlations between REA and W W  at a 

marbling-constant basis were larger in magnitude than REA and WW correlations found at 

a weight-constant basis.

Heritabilities (Tat-constanf)

HeritabiIities for carcass traits and weaning weight at a fat-constant basis are 

presented in Table 43. Estimates ranged from low to moderately heritable.

Heritability estimates for REA and MS calculated from these data (.29 and .13, 

respectively) were lower than estimates previously reported (Gilbert et ah, 1993; Wulf et ah, 

1996; O ’Conner et ah, 1997). The highest heritability estimate for REA was found when 

records were adjusted to a constant FT. However, the heritability for MS was considerably 

smaller at a FT-constant basis than at an age- or weight-constant end-point. This indicates 

that there was a relationship between the trait and the end-point.
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The heritability of PRC at a FT-constant basis was lower (.17 vs .55) than that 

reported by Gilbert et al. (1993). A FT end-point resulted in the lowest heritability estimate 

for PRC.

Carcass weight at a FT end-point has generally been found to be lowly heritable 

(Gilbert et al., 1993; Wulf et al., 1996). In the present study, the heritability of CW at a FT- 

constant basis was estimated to be .33. Carcass weight heritabilities were consistent across 

age, marbling, and FT end-points.

Table 43. Heritabilities, genetic, and phenotypic correlations (fat-constant) from the
multiple-trait model

Trait I 2 3 4 5 6

I. Ribeye area .29 — .02 .72 .45 .17

2. Fat thickness — — — — — —

3. Marbling score .48 — .13 -.07 .05 .00

4. Percent retail cuts .81 — .06 .17 -.14 -.09

5. Carcass weight .57 — .20 -.05 .33 .45

6. Weaning weight .38 — .25 .06 .70 .16
a Heritabilities are on the diagonal, genetic correlations are below and phenotypic correlations are above 
the diagonal.

Genetic and phenotypic correlations (fat-constant)

Estimated genetic and phenotypic correlations at a FT-constant basis are also 

presented in Table 43. In general, most correlations among traits were in a favorable 

direction when adjusted to a FT-constant basis.

Strong genetic relationships were found between REA and MS (.48), between REA
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and PRC (.81), and between REA and CW (.57) in the present study. In a study utilizing 

measurements from Hereford and Angus bulls, Gilbert et al. (1993) reported larger genetic 

correlations for REA and MS (.63), REA and cutability (1.02), and REA and CW (1.19). 

W ulf et al. (1996) indicated that a lower genetic relationship existed between REA and MS 

(.13) in research with Limousin- and Charolais-sired cattle. Phenotypically, REA was found 

to be positively associated with MS, PRC, and CW, in this study. Once again, Gilbert et al. 

(1993) and W ulf et al. (1996) found corresponding estimates to be higher and lower, 

respectively. Genetic and phenotypic correlations between REA and MS, between REA and 

PRC, and between REA and CW were generally consistent across all slaughter end-points.

Marbling score was positively related genetically (.20) and phenotypically (.05) with 

CW. Larger genetic correlations were found in the literature (Gilbert et al. 1993; W ulf et al. 

1996). However, the phenotypic correlation from the present research was similar to those 

reported by Gilbert et al. (1993) and W ulf et al. (1996). There were no significant 

differences in genetic and phenotypic correlations between MS and CW based on age and 

FT covariates.

Estimates from the FT-constant analysis indicated that MS had a low genetic 

association with PRC (.06). A much higher estimate was reported by Gilbert et al. (1993). 

Marbling score exhibited a negative phenotypic correlation with PRC when adjusted to a FT- 

constant basis. A positive (.21) phenotypic correlation between MS and PRC was obtained 

by Gilbert et al. (1993). No differences were observed for genetic and phenotypic 

relationships between MS and PRC when the data was adjusted to a FT-constant basis 

compared to an age or weight end-point.
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Genetic and phenotypic correlations between CW and PRC (-.05 and -.14, 

respectively) were low at a FT slaughter end-point. In contrast, large positive genetic (1.27) 

and large positive phenotypic (.52) relationships were found by Gilbert et al. (1993). Slightly 

lower negative genetic and phenotypic correlations were observed at a FT-constant analysis 

than at a age or marbling end-point.

The direction and magnitude of relationships among carcass traits and WW at a FT- 

constant basis have not been repeated in the literature. Evidence from this study indicated 

that WW was positively related genetically to REA (.38), MS (.25), PRC (.06), and carcass 

weight (.70). Phenotypic correlations for corresponding trait combinations were lower or 

slightly negative. This suggested that selection of bulls for WW should result in correlated 

responses of larger REA and CW and possible increases in amounts of marbling. The effect 

of end-point on genetic and phenotypic correlations was variable for some WW and carcass 

trait combinations when adjusted to a FT-constant basis.

In summary, these results indicate that selection for most individual carcass tra its . 

should generally be effective in Simmental cattle and indicate that it is possible to select for 

desirable levels of growth or lean yield without sacrificing carcass quality. Especially 

encouraging were positive genetic associations found between REA and MS, slight genetic 

relationships detected between PRC and MS, and desirable correlations obtained between 

WW and most carcass traits at all slaughter end-points.

In general, parameter estimates were within the range of those previously reported 

in the literature. However, negative genetic correlations between FT and CW and between 

WW and FT found at all end-points were not supported by preceding literature estimates.
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As previously indicated, dissimilarities between the current study and corresponding 

research, which was primarily conducted with British cattle, may have been due to 

characteristic differences between British and Simmental cattle for lean growth and maturity 

rate.

Heritability estimates at a weight- and marbling-constant basis were similar to those 

estimated at an age-constant basis. Heritabilities obtained at a FT-constant basis were also 

consistent with estimates at an age-constant basis for CW and REA, but were lower for PRC 

and MS. Lower heritability estimates found for MS and PRC at a FT-constant basis seem 

logical because of the genetic relationship detected between marbling and FT and between 

PRC and FT. The effect of slaughter end-point on heritabilities found in this study indicates 

that the current interest in selecting for increased marbling would be most responsive at an 

age or weight end-point. Also, selection for increased retail yield would be more effective 

at age-, weight-, or marbling- end-points than at a FT end-point. Finally, correlations 

between some trait combinations differed in magnitude and sign when adjusted to alternative 

end-points.

End-point effect on breeding values

The effects of slaughter end-point on carcass trait breeding values has not been 

addressed in the literature. Slaughter end-points may have an influence on sire breeding 

values for carcass traits and could have a major impact on ranking of bulls. Falconer and 

Mackay (1996) state: “selection is most effective if carried out in the environment for which 

the improvement is sought.” Examination of the correlations found in Tables 44, 45,46,47,
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and 48 illustrate some concerns. Caution should also be taken when interpreting the effect 

o f slaughter end-point on carcass trait breeding values. Correlation coefficients may have 

been dependent on the number of records available for the carcass traits.

Correlations for CW breeding values computed at different slaughter end-points are 

given in Table 44. Pearson product-moment correlations are presented above the diagonal 

and Spearman rank correlations are displayed below the diagonal. The first number in the 

table represents correlation coefficients from pedigree animals and the second number (in 

parenthesis) represents correlation coefficients from sires in the carcasses dataset. Pearson 

correlations indicated that CW breeding values calculated at a FT-constant basis were not 

closely related to CW breeding values calculated at an age- or marbling-constant basis. 

Correlations between breeding values at age and marbling end-points were much higher, but 

remained a concern. Similar relationships were apparent for Spearman rank correlations, 

which suggested that noticeable re-ranking of sire breeding values occurred when the 

analysis was conducted at a FT-constant basis. Correlations calculated from pedigree 

animals were similar to correlations calculated from sires in the carcass dataset. This 

indicated that the degree of accuracy for breeding values had little effect on the correlation

coefficients.
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Table 44. Correlations among carcass weight breeding values computed at different
slaughter end-points^

Age Marbling Fat thickness

Age 1.000
(1.000)

0.782
(0.794)

0.410
(0.527)

Marbling 0.760
(0.794)

1.000
(1.000)

0.497
(0.650)

Fat thickness 0.329
(0.527)

0.387
(0.650)

1.000
(1.000)

aPearson correlation coefficients are above the diagonal and Spearman correlation coefficients are 
below the diagonal. All correlations were significantly different than zero (P< .0001). 
b The first number represents correlation coefficients from 52,532 pedigree animals. The second 
number (in parenthesis) represents correlation coefficients from Group I sires.

Pearson correlations between age-, weight-, and marbling-adjusted breeding values 

for PRC (Table 45) were closely related to one another (r = .86 to .97). Likewise, Spearman 

correlation coefficients demonstrated that sires did not significantly re-rank at an age-, 

weight-, or marbling-constant basis. Correlations involving FT were very low and implied 

that major re-ranking of sires occurred. Once again, there were no major differences between 

correlations calculated from pedigree animals and correlations calculated from sires in the

carcass dataset.
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Table 45. Correlations among percent retail cut breeding values computed at different
slaughter end-points'^

Age Weight Marbling Fat thickness

Age 1.000
(1.000)

0.966
(0.962)

0.881
(0.870)

0.156
(0.241)

Weight 0.920
(0.951)

1.000
(1.000)

0.878
(0.856)

0.215
(0.287)

Marbling 0.809
(0.847)

0.834
(0.830)

1.000
(1.000)

0.209
(0.286)

Fat thickness 0.076
(0.219)

0.139
(0.262)

0.137
(0.262)

1.000
(1.000)

a Pearson correlation coefficients are above the diagonal and Spearman correlation coefficients are 
below the diagonal. All correlations were significantly different than zero (P< .0001). 
b The first number represents correlation coefficients from 52,532 pedigree animals. The second 
number (in parenthesis) represents correlation coefficients from Group I sires.

Correlations among MS breeding values computed at different slaughter end-points 

are summarized in Table 46. Product-moment and rank correlations between FT and weight 

end-points and between FT and age end-points were quite low. If producers intend to select 

for increased marbling and market subsequent calves at a constant FT, some consideration 

should be given to the effect of slaughter end-point. Marbling score breeding values adjusted 

to an age- and weight-constant basis were highly correlated. Correlations were similar 

between breeding values of pedigree animals and breeding values o f sires.
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Table 46. Correlations among marbling score breeding values computed at different
slaughter end-points^

Age Weight Fat thickness

Age 1.000
(1.000)

0.996
(0.995)

0.369
(0.512)

Weight 0 986 
(0.992)

1.000
(1.000)

0.364
(0.507)

Fat thickness 0.366
(0.554)

0.369
(0.552)

1.000
(1.000)

a Pearson correlation coefficients are above the diagonal and Spearman correlation coefficients are 
below the diagonal. All correlations were significantly different than zero (P< .0001). 
bThe first number represents correlation coefficients from 52,532 pedigree animals. The second 
number (in parenthesis) represents correlation coefficients from Group 2 sires.

Highly related Pearson and Spearman correlations were calculated for REA (Table 

47) and FT (Table 48) breeding values at all end-points. This indicated that REA and FT 

breeding values were not sensitive to slaughter end-point and that sires did not rank 

differently based on end-point for these traits. Correlations for REA and FT at all slaughter 

end-points involved the smallest amount of data, thus warranting concerns for the impact of

the dataset size.
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Table 47. Correlations among ribeye area breeding values computed at different
slaughter end-points^

Age Weight Marbling Fat thickness

Age 1.000
(1.000)

0.899
(0.908)

0.991
(0.993)

0.974
(0.983)

Weight 0 862 
(0.900)

1.000
(1.000)

0.903
(0.911)

0.885
(0.904)

Marbling 0.985
(0.990)

0.861
(0.901)

1.000
(1.000)

0.991
(0.995)

Fat thickness 0.960
(0.978)

0.835
(0.889)

0.979
(0.993)

1.000
(1.000)

'  Pearson correlation coefficients are above the diagonal and Spearman correlation coefficients are 
below the diagonal. All correlations were significantly different than zero (P< .0001). 
bThe first number represents correlation coefficients from 52,532 pedigree animals. The second 
number (in parenthesis) represents correlation coefficients from Group 3 sires.

Table 48. Correlations among fat thickness breeding values computed at different
slaughter end-points^

Age Weight Marbling

Age 1.000
(1.000)

0.976
(0.977)

0.996
(0.995)

Weight 0.927
(0.973)

1.000
(1.000)

0.982
(0.981)

Marbling 0.983
(0.995)

0.944
(0.976)

1.000
(1.000)

a Pearson correlation coefficients are above the diagonal and Spearman correlation coefficients are 
below the diagonal. All correlations were significantly different than zero (P< .0001). 
bThe first number represents correlation coefficients from 52,532 pedigree animals. The second 
number (in parenthesis) represents correlation coefficients from Group 3 sires.
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To further validate re-ranking of sires at different slaughter end-points, twenty o f the 

foremost progeny tested Simmental sires (based on a carcass weight EPD accuracy o f .60 or 

greater) (ASA, 1998) were analyzed and presented in Table 49. It was interesting to compare 

the relative ranks of sires for carcass trait breeding values at different slaughter end-points. 

Ranldng of the twenty sires on the basis of carcass trait breeding values at an age-constant 

basis was not congruent to the ranking of bulls at different slaughter end-points. Especially 

concerning, was the relationship between certain carcass trait breeding values at a FT- 

constant basis and breeding values of sires at an age-, weight-, or marbling-constant end

point. For example. Sire “G” ranked near the top for PRC at an age, weight, and marbling 

end-point, but when the analysis was conducted at a FT-constant basis, the sire ranked 

thirteenth. Similarly, Sire “G” ranked tenth for MS at age and weight covariates, but ranked 

first at a FT-constant basis. It may therefore be concluded that considerable re-ranking of 

sires occurred for some carcass traits when breeding values were adjusted to a FT slaughter 

end-point. In some instances, less obvious re-ranking occurred at alternative end-points. For 

example, Sire “D” ranked fifteenth for CW at an age-constant basis, but increased to fifth 

when the analysis was conducted at a marbling end-point. Ranks across end-points for REA 

and FT remained relatively stable. For instance, Sire “P” ranked last for REA and FT across 

all slaughter end-points.



Table 49. Relative ranks of the foremost progeny tested Simmental sires (based on a carcass weight EPD accuracy of .60 or greater) for carcass trait breeding
values at different slaughter end-points^

Sire

Carcass weight Percent retail cuts Marbling score Ribeye area Fat thickness

Age Mb Ft Age Wt Mb Ft Age Wt Ft Age Wt Mb Ft Age Wt Mb

A 13 17 7 10 I 7 19 15 14 18 19 18 18 18 12 9 12

B 20 20 9 16 16 16 8 16 15 4 11 11 11 8 9 10 9

C 5 6 15 18 18 18 5 5 5 10 12 9 12 11 15 13 14

D 15 5 5 2 2 3 9 9 7 14 9 10 7 6 16 15 16

E 18 12 10 I I 4 7 11 11 5 10 8 9 9 5 6 4

F 7 3 6 14 14 14 2 17 19 9 4 3 3 3 7 7 8

G 3 4 3 4 4 I 13 10 10 I 3 7 5 7 2 2 2

H 14 10 20 5 6 10 15 20 20 19 16 14 17 17 10 12 10

I 9 7 12 11 12 8 17 I I 13 17 17 16 16 11 11 11

J 6 8 14 7 7 9 14 4 4 16 15 16 15 15 17 19 18

K 16 13 16 19 19 19 12 2 2 7 13 13 13 13 13 14 13

L I I 8 15 13 15 11 13 16 12 14 15 14 14 18 17 19

M 11 14 18 17 17 17 18 7 8 3 18 19 19 19 19 18 17

N 12 9 2 6 5 2 16 3 3 2 7 12 8 12 I I I

O 4 16 19 9 8 13 I 6 6 6 5 I 4 4 4 8 6

P 19 19 17 20 20 20 20 19 17 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20

Q 2 15 4 12 10 5 4 8 9 8 2 2 2 I 8 5 7

R 10 18 11 3 3 6 6 12 12 17 8 6 10 10 6 4 5

S 17 11 13 13 15 12 3 18 18 15 6 5 6 5 14 16 15

T 8 2 I 8 9 11 10 14 13 11 I 4 I 2 3 3 3
aSlaughter end-points: Age=age-constant; Wt=weight-constant; Mb=marbling-constant; Ft=fat thickness-constant.
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These results indicate that slaughter end-points may have an influence on breeding 

values for traits examined and suggest that slaughter end-points can have a major impact on 

ranking of bulls for carcass traits. If these results are supported by additional research, breed 

association should look at adopting improved methods of reporting genetic differences fo r. 

carcass traits and producers should consider slaughter end-points prior to selection for 

carcass traits in their cattle. If further research refutes these conclusions, some concerns still 

exist. If the structure of the dataset was responsible for differences between breeding values 

noted in this study, then similar results could be expected when breed associations or other 

researchers conduct genetic evaluations for carcass traits. If variable quantities of 

measurements exist for certain carcass traits in association databases, one would expect them 

to utilize as much of the data as possible. Therefore, duplicating the methodology used in 

this project and potentially affecting carcass trait breeding values and ranks of sires.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The preceding results document that selection for most individual carcass traits 

should generally be effective in Simmental cattle. Heritabilities estimated in the current 

study were smaller that most literature estimates. However, estimates were in close 

agreement with breed association evaluations and studies that utilized field data. Small 

heritabilities for fat thickness found at all slaughter end-points indicate that selection for fat 

thickness would result in slower genetic change in Simmental cattle than for other breeds.

Genetic correlations obtained in this study indicate that it may be possible to select 

for desirable levels of growth or lean yield without sacrificing carcass quality grade. Genetic 

relationships between fat thickness and marbling score were sufficiently small to suggest that 

marbling score could be increased without necessarily changing external fat thickness. 

Beneficial positive correlations were also found between ribeye area and marbling score and 

between percent retail cuts and marbling score. Because of the strong genetic associations 

found between ribeye area and percent retail cuts and between fat thickness and percent retail 

cuts, selection for larger ribeye area or decreased fat thickness would likely result in 

increased retail product. Finally, direct selection for weaning weight should have a desirable 

impact on carcass characteristics in the Simmental beef cattle population.

In general, correlations were within the range of those previously reported in the 

literature. However, negative genetic correlations between fat thickness and carcass weight 

and between fat thickness and weaning weight found at all end-points were not supported by
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preceding literature estimates. Possible reasons for dissimilarities between the current study 

and corresponding research, which was primarily conducted with British cattle, may have 

been due to characteristic differences between British and Simmental cattle for lean growth 

and maturing rate or due to inconsistencies in methodologies between the studies.

Heritability estimates at a weight- and marbling-constant basis were similar to those 

estimated at an age-constant basis. Heritabilities obtained at a fat thickness-constant basis 

were also consistent with estimates at an age-constant basis for carcass weight and ribeye 

area, but were lower for percent retail cuts and marbling score. Lower heritability estimates 

found for marbling score and percent retail cuts at a fat thickness-constant basis seem logical 

because of the genetic relationships detected between marbling score and fat thickness and 

between percent retail cuts and fat thickness. The effect of slaughter end-point on 

heritabilities found in this study indicates that the current interest in selecting for increased 

marbling would be most responsive at an age or weight end-point. Also, selection for 

increased retail yield would be more effective at age-, weight-, or marbling- end-points than 

at a fat thickness end-point.

Furthermore, this study demonstrates that adjustment of traits to various end-points 

results in some changes in carcass trait breeding values and some re-ranking of sires 

depending on the end-point and trait being considered. Consequently, breeding values from 

age-constant parameter estimates may be ineffective when used in diverse production 

systems. Indeed, carcass trait breeding values may not rank and separate sires the way 

producers want.

Future research should be aimed at validating the extent that slaughter end-points
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affect parameter estimates and should be focused on further evaluating how sires rank at 

different slaughter end-points. As the U.S. beef industry shifts toward a more value based 

marketing system and producers can realize added profits from superior carcasses, some 

consideration may need to be given to slaughter end-point prior to designing breeding and 

management plans.
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Table 50. Grouping of breeds for each breed dependent effectab

Breed Breed effect
Direct 

•" heterosis
Maternal
heterosis Age of dam

Simmental ■ Simmental Continental Continental Simmental

Angus Angus British British Angus

Hereford (Horned) Hereford British British Hereford

Hereford (Polled) Hereford British British Hereford

Charolais Charolais Continental Continental Continental

Africander Mixed Zebu Zebu ' Zebu

Red Angus Angus British British Angus

Ayshire Milk British British British

Barzona Continental Continental Continental Continental

Blonde D ’Aquitaine Continental Continental Continental Continental

Beefalo American Mixed Mixed Mixed

Buffalo (Bison) American Mixed Mixed Mixed

Belted Galloway British British British British

Braford American Mixed Mixed Mixed

Bos Indicus Brahman Zebu Zebu Zebu

Beefmaster American Mixed Mixed Mixed

Brangus American Mixed Mixed Mixed

Brahman Brahman Zebu Zebu Zebu

Brown Swiss Milk Continental Continental Continental

Bos Taurus Mixed Mixed Mixed Mixed

Chianina Continental Continental Continental Continental

Charbray American Mixed Mixed Mixed

Devon British British British British

Dexter British British British British
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Table 50. Grouping of breeds for each breed dependent effect (continued)

Breed Breed effect
Direct

heterosis
Maternal
heterosis Age of dam

Galloway British British British British

Guernsey Milk British British British

Gelbvieh Gelbvieh Continental Continental Continental

Hays Converter American Mixed Mixed Mixed

Holstein Milk Continental Continental Continental

Red Holstein Milk Continental Continental Continental

Jersey Milk British British British

Limousin Limousin Continental Continental Continental

Lincoln Red British British British British

Luing British British British British

Maine-Anjou Continental Continental Continental Continental

Murray Grey British British British British

Piedmontese Continental Continental Continental Continental

Simbrah American Mixed Mixed Mixed

Milking Shorthorn Milk British British British

Mixed Mixed Mixed Mixed Mixed

Normande Continental Continental Continental Continental

Norwegian Red Milk Continental Continental Continental

Pinzgauer Continental Continental Continental Continental

Red Brangus American Mixed Mixed v Mixed

Red Dane Milk Continental Continental Continental

Romangola Continental Continental Continental Continental

Red Poll British British British British

Romana Red Continental Continental Continental Continental
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Table 50. Grouping of breeds for each breed dependent effect (continued)

Breed Breed effect
Direct

heterosis
Maternal
heterosis Age of dam

Salers Continental Continental Continental Continental

South Devon British British British British

Santa Gertrudis American Mixed Mixed Mixed

Scotch Highland British British British British

Commercial Simmental Simnental Continental Continental Simmental

Polled Shorthorn British British British British

Shorthorn British British British British

Sussex British British British British

Tarentaise Continental Continental Continental Continental

Texas Longhorn American Mixed Mixed Mixed

Welch Black British British British British

Zebu Zebu Zebu Zebu Zebu

Brown Swiss (Milking) Milk Continental Continental Continental

Senapole American Mixed Mixed Mixed

Wagyu Mixed Mixed Mixed Mixed

Belgium Blue Continental Continental Continental Continental

Amerifax Mixed Mixed Mixed Mixed
a Source: Bruce Cunningham and John Poliak, Personal Communication.
b The 12 categories for breed effects were American, Angus, Brahman, British, Charolais, Continental, 
Gelbvieh, Hereford, Limousin, Mixed, Milk, and Simmental. The 10 categories of direct and maternal 
heterotic effects corresponded to different combinations of Continental, British, Zebu, and Mixed. For 
adjustment of weaning weight, dams were grouped into seven breed categories: Angus, British, 
Continental, Hereford, Mixed, Simmental, and Zebu.
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Standard birth weights
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Table 51. Standard birth weights'1

Sex

Percent Simmental Male Female

O 89 81

50 89 81

75 92 92

87.5 92 92

100 92 92
aSource: Bruce Cunningham and John Poliak, Personal Communication.
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Appendix C

Founder effect adjustment factors



Table 52. Founder effect adjustment factors for weaning weightab

Year Simmental Angus Hereford Brahman Charolais Gelbvieh Limousin American British Continental Mixed Dairy
1970 -5.8 -71.4 -70.6 -64.7 -14.0 15.5 -45.7 -73.4 -104.6 -6.3 -40.2 -44.9
1971 -6.1 -70.2 -70.4 -64.5 -14.1 15.4 -45.8 -73.4 -104.5 -6.2 -39.7 -44.8
1972 -6.2 -69.3 -69.5 -64.3 -13.9 15.3 -45.8 -73.4 -104.5 -6.0 -39.3 -44.7
1973 -5.9 -68.3 -68.6 -63.9 -13.6 15.3 -45.7 -73.5 -104.4 -5.8 -39.2 -44.5
1974 -5.7 -67.2 -67.7 -63.6 -13.1 15.2 -45.6 -73.6 -104.4 -5.7 -39.2 -44.2
1975 -5.7 -66.0 -66.6 -63.2 -12.6 15.2 -45.5 -73.7 -104.4 -5.6 -39.1 -43.9
1976 -5.8 -64.7 -65.8 -62.9 -12.0 15 I -45.4 -73.8 -104.3 -5.5 -39.0 -43.6
1977 -5.7 -63.5 -65.0 -62.6 -11.4 15.0 -45.2 -73.9 -104.1 -5.5 -39.0 -43.2
1978 -5.4 -62.4 -64.2 -62.3 -10.9 15.0 -45.0 -73.9 -104.1 -5.5 -38.9 -42.9
1979 -4.9 -61.3 -63.7 -61.9 -10.5 14.9 -44.8 -73.9 -104.0 -5.5 -38.9 -42.5
1980 -4.4 -60.4 -63.3 -61.5 -10.1 14.9 -44.7 -73.9 -104.0 -5.6 -38.9 -42.0
1981 -3.6 -59.4 -63.0 -61.2 -9.6 14.8 -44.4 -73.9 -104.0 -5.6 -38.9 -41.6
1982 -2.8 -58.3 -62.3 -60.8 -9.2 14.8 -44.2 -73.9 -104.1 -5.6 -39.0 -41.3
1983 -2.1 -57.4 -61.7 -60.5 -8.7 14.8 -44.0 -73.9 -104.1 -5.5 -39.2 -41.1
1984 -1.5 -56.7 -61.4 -60.3 -8.2 14.8 -43.8 -73.9 -104.2 -5.5 -39.4 -40.6
1985 -1.1 -55.9 -61.2 -60.2 -7.7 14.8 -43.6 -73.9 -104.2 -5.5 -39.7 -40.3
1986 -0.9 -55.3 -61.2 -60.2 -7.3 14.8 -43.4 -73.9 -104.3 -5.4 -40.0 -40.2
1987 -0.6 -54.8 -61.1 -60.2 -6.9 14.9 -43.3 -74.0 -104.4 -5.4 -40.4 -40.1
1988 -0.4 -54.3 -61.0 -60.3 -6.6 14.9 -43.1 -74.1 -104.6 -5.4 -40.8 -40.0
1989 -0.1 -53.8 -60.9 -60.2 -6.2 15.0 -43.0 -74.2 -104.7 -5.5 -41.3 -39.9
1990 0.3 -53.3 -60.9 -60.2 -5.8 15.0 -42.9 -74.3 -104.8 -5.6 -41.8 -40.0
1991 0.5 -53.0 -60.9 -60.2 -5.5 15.1 -42.8 -74.5 -104.9 -5.7 -42.3 -40.1
1992 0.5 -53.1 -61.0 -60.1 -5.2 15.2 -42.6 -74.6 -105.0 -5.8 -42.8 -40.2
1993 0.6 -53.4 -61.1 -60.1 -4.9 15.2 -42.5 -74.8 -105.1 -6.0 -43.4 -40.4
1994 0.6 -53.8 -61.2 -60.0 -4.6 15.3 -42.5 -74.9 -105.2 -6.1 -43.9 -40.5
1995 0.6 -54.1 -61.3 -60.0 -4.4 15.4 -42.4 -75.1 -105.3 -6.2 -44.4 -40.7
1996 0.6 -54.1 -61.3 -60.0 -4.4 15.4 -42.4 -75.1 -105.3 -6.2 -44.4 -40.7

a Source: Bruce Cunningham and John Poliak, Personal Communication. 
b Breed means for direct effects on weaning weight by year.



Table 53. Founder effect adjustment factors for milkab

Year Simmental Angus Hereford Brahman Charolais Gelbvieh Limousin American British Continental Mixed Dairy
1970 4.0 -27.8 -47.9 -27.1 -40.8 -3.0 -36.2 -0.4 -2.5 -26.0 -0.9 -18.4
1971 3.8 -26.6 -47.7 -26.9 -40.9 -3.1 -36.4 -0.4 -2.1 -25.7 0.3 -18.1
1972 3.6 -26.2 -46.4 -26.5 -40.6 -3.2 -36.5 -0.4 -2.0 -25.5 1.2 -17.8
1973 3.6 -25.7 -45.2 -25.8 -40.2 -3.3 -36.4 -0.6 -1.8 -25.2 1.5 -17.4
1974 3.2 -24.9 -43.8 -25.1 -39.4 -3.4 -36.2 -0.7 -1.7 -24.9 1.7 -16.8
1975 2.2 -24.1 -42.1 -24.3 -38.8 -3.5 -36.1 -0.9 -1.6 -24.7 2.1 -16.4
1976 0.8 -23.0 -41.0 -23.9 -37.9 -3.6 -35.8 -LI -1.3 -24.6 2.5 -15.8
1977 -0.3 -22.0 -39.8 -23.2 -37.2 -3.8 -35.6 -1.3 -0.8 -24.6 2.8 -15.0
1978 -1.0 -21.1 -38.6 -22.8 -36.7 -3.9 -35.3 -1.4 -0.7 -24.7 3.1 -14.4
1979 -1.4 -20.3 -37.8 -22.1 -36.2 -4.0 -34.9 -1.3 -0.4 -24.8 3.4 -13.6
1980 -1.5 -19.6 -37.4 -21.4 -35.7 -4.1 -34.6 -1.3 -0.3 -24.8 3.7 -12.8
1981 -0.9 -18.6 -37.0 -20.9 -35.2 -4.2 -34.2 -1.3 -0.1 -24.8 3.8 -12.0
1982 -0.2 -17.5 -36.0 -20.1 -34.6 -4.2 -33.8 -1.3 0.0 -24.7 3.8 -11.4
1983 0.5 -16.5 -35.1 -19.5 -33.9 -4.2 -33.4 -1.2 0.1 -24.5 3.8 -11.0
1984 0.8 -15.7 -34.6 -19.1 -33.4 -4.2 -33.1 -1.2 0.1 -24.3 3.6 -10.1
1985 1.0 -14.7 -34.4 -18.9 -32.8 -4.2 -32.8 -1.2 0.1 -24.1 3.3 -9.5
1986 1.0 -13.9 -34.5 -18.9 -32.4 -4.1 -32.5 -1.2 0.1 -24.0 2.9 -9.2
1987 1.2 -13.2 -34.6 -18.9 -32.0 -4.1 -32.2 -1.4 0.1 -23.9 2.3 -8.9
1988 1.2 -12.4 -34.6 -18.9 -31.5 -4.0 -32.0 -1.5 0.0 -23.9 1.8 -8.5
1989 1.7 -11.4 -34.5 -18.9 -31.1 -3.9 -31.7 -1.7 - 0.1 -24.0 LI -8.2
1990 2.1 -10.3 -34.7 -18.8 -30.7 -3.8 -31.5 -1.9 -0.2 -24.1 0.4 -8.2
1991 2.5 -9.6 -34.8 -18.7 -30.4 -3.7 -31.3 -2.2 -0.2 -24.3 -0.3 -8.3
1992 2.4 -9.6 -35.0 -18.6 -30.1 -3.6 -31.1 -2.4 -0.3 -24.6 -LI -8.4
1993 2.5 -9.9 -35.3 -18.5 -29.8 -3.5 -30.9 -2.7 -0.4 -24.9 -1.9 -8.5
1994 2.5 -10.3 -35.6 -18.4 -29.5 -3.3 -30.8 -2.9 -0.4 -25.1 -2.7 -8.6
1995 2.4 -10.7 -35.9 -18.3 -29.2 -3.2 -30.6 -3.2 -0.5 -25.3 -3.5 -8.7
1996 2.4 -10.7 -35.9 -18.3 -29.2 -3.2 -30.6 -3.2 -0.5 -25.3 -3.5 -8.7

a Source: Bruce Cunningham and John Poliak, Personal Communication. 
b Breed means for maternal efects on weaning weight by year.
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Appendix D

Age of dam adjustment equations



Table 54. Age of dam adjustment equations for weaning weight (male)‘lb

Simmental Angus Hereford British Continental Zebu Mixed

I 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

BI -26.19231 -11.20838 -19.11168 -32.44627 -40.70886 2.99005 -1.76074

B2 -78.44266 -35.50944 -59.22715 -93.37303 -33.25277 -18.58511 -64.44144

B3 46.52192 53.98093 70.12813 79.59505 181.27643 -17.45194 11.02339

B4 -92.39258 -107.94918 -33.37163 30.26465 10.23392 -130.23661 -28.79446

base 0.55760 -0.68237 -0.14989 1.15030 5.30645 -2.14513 -3.87213
a Source: Bruce Cunningham and John Poliak, Personal Communication.
bThe formula to adjust weaning weight for age of dam was: AODadj = I + (B, * X) + (B2 % X2) + (B3 % X3) + (B4 x X4) - base, where AODadj 
is the adjusted WW for age of dam, I is the intercept, Bi (I = 1,2,3,4) are regression coefficients, and X is the age of dam in days.

Zo
Table 55. Age of dam adjustment equations for weaning weight (female)ab

Simmental Angus Hereford British Continental Zebu Mixed

I 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

BI -21.47852 -9.01156 -12.63153 -1.94235 -10.87705 10.33752 5.22171

B2 -51.17899 -40.60198 -55.14704 -75.26815 -19.59054 -47.57235 -53.14608

B3 40.05991 46.64522 46.39308 -1.20504 53.74654 -22.79296 -3.34410

B4 -79.38528 -37.45836 -6.84232 -18.27840 -55.13470 -26.92359 -16.47382

base 1.23491 -1.15989 -1.04043 -4.27124 0.43970 -5.30668 -4.63916
a Source: Bruce Cunningham and John Poliak, Personal Communication.
bThe formula to adjust weaning weight for age of dam was: AODadj = I + (B1 x X) + (B2 x X2) + (B3 x X3) + (B4 x X4) - base, where AODadj 
is the adjusted WW for age of dam, I is the intercept, Bi (I = 1,2,3,4) are regression coefficients, and X is the age of dam in days.
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Appendix E

Genetic correlations between carcass traits and maternal weaning weight
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Table 56. Genetic correlations between carcass traits and maternal weaning weight at all
slaughter end-points

Slaughter end-point

Trait Age Weight Marbling Fat thickness

Ribeye area -.36 -.47 -.34 -.28

Fat thickness .69 .63 .66 —

Marbling score .09 .08 — -.05

Percent retail cuts -.14 -.06 -.25 -.51

Carcass weight .27 .20 -.02
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